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Introduction

Teacher education is big business. Each year more than 100,000 aspiring
teachers are graduated from over 1,200 colleges and universities in the United
States. Many Jf them join the two million teachers currently in the work force.
The education of teachers is not only big business, it is important business to a
democratic nation that depends on an educated citizenry.

Who are America's teachers and how are they educated? What is their cur-
riculum? As we proceed through the Eighties, it is an opportune time to look
at the teacher education curriculum in American colleges 'nd universities. In
this volume I shall survey curricul, a and instruction in preservice
(undergraduate) teacher education in order to reveal the state of the art, to
identify issues and problems, and to submit suggestions for improvement. But
before examining curriculum and instruction n preservice education, it might
be helpful to consider the components of teacher education by using an
analogy with the theater.

First there are the actors on the stage undergraduates and their mentors,
both teacher educators and academicians. Backstage there are staff support
persons, largely clerical. Offstage are the producers, dirz.ctors, and set
deco,ators namely university presidents, heads of teacher education pro-
grams, and other administrators. Out front is the audience school people,
parents, and the general public. The analogy with theater falters somewhat
when it comes to the playwright and script, but it could be said that these are
the function of those who create and implement the teacher education cur-
riculum.

A truly great play requires, among other things, fine actors, outstanding
sets, skillful management, sensitive direction, and an excellent script. When
theater awards are distributed, there tends to be ont. award to play A for best
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acting, another to play B for set decoration, and so forth. Occasionally a play
comes along that wins almost all the honors, but that is the exception. Great
plays are great because they assemble all the proper ingredients and utilize
them in the proper proportions. Mediocre plays are me'iocre because they
have some good components and some bad. Plays that fold quickly usually
have little or nothing to recrimmend them.

The above analogy suggests that if teacher education is to become great, it
must have all the components of great theater. Unfortunately, this has never
been the case for sufficient, if not good, reasons. It is doubtful that teacher
education has ever had enough good actors students and teacher educators

because, among other things, the play "Teacher Education" is a spec-
tacula, that requires a large cast but has a very low budget. Nor has it had a
stage that is functional and attractive. Furthermore, the scripts written by and
for teacher educators are a cused of being shallow, and the acting "method"
is questioned. Finally, producers and directors of teacher education seem at
times to be mere stage managers rather than insightful and sensitive leaders of
the craft.

The analogy may also suggest the work that must be accomplished, namely:

to improve the selection of the actors (preservice teachers and teacher
educators), to improve the script and the acting (preservice curriculum and in-
struction), to improve the sets (the contexts and facilities for preservice educa-
tion), to improve the stage crew (support personnel), to improve the selection
and preparation of the directors and producers (administrators of teacher
education programs), and most importantly, to convince the audience that do-
ing there things will be to its benefit. In this volume, I shall focus on only two
of the several components mentioned above: the teacher education curriculum
and instruction in teacher education. Obviously, more must be attended to
before teacher education can achieve its potential.

Part I, "The Teacher Education Curriculum," presents an overview of the
current practice in the preservice curriculum. It considers both the general and
professional education requirements of prospective teachers, notes related
problems and ksues, and raises questions or makes sugge lions for resolving
them

Part 11. "Alternative Teacher Education Curricula," provides truncated
reviews of 22 newer ideas for the preservice curriculum, most of which have
receised only brief or minimal attention from teacher education practitioners.
I hese alternatise proposals were gleaned from the writings of such individuals

lames Conant, Arthur Combs, Frances Fuller, Robert Travers, B. 0.
Charles Silberman, and Mortimer Adler; from such programs as the

I LAM project, Teacher Corps, Comprehensive Elementary Teacher Educa-
tion Models, Competency-based Teacher Education, Study Commission on
rndergraduate Education, Multicultural Teacher Education, The AACTE
Bicentennial Commission Report, Educating a Profession: Profile of a Begin-
ning Teacher, and the NEA report Excellence in Our Schools.. Teacher Educa-
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lion; and from research on teacher effectiveness.
Part III, "Instruction in Teacher Education," focuses on teaching method

and instructional alternatives, with attention to such questions as: What prom-
ising instructional alternatives are available for use in preservice teacher educa-
tion? and What alternative instructional materials are available? The major
alternatives highlighted are microteaching, simulation, Reflective Teaching,
and use of protocol materials. Inc loded is a description of each with sections
on user reactions, related research, advantages and disadvantages, and sup-
port materials. Additional instructional alternatives and materials are identi-
fied using work done by Wesley Meierhenry, Robert Houston and colleagues,
the Stanford Center for R:search on Teaching, the National Education
Association, Frederick Erickson Ind Jan Wilson, and Meredith Gall.

Part IV, '`Summing Up," synthesizes the many suggestions made through-
out the volume and thus might serve as an agenda for improving preservice
curriculum and instruction in teacher education.

Donald R. C:i.,ickshank
July 1984



Part I

The Teacher Education Curriculum

Education as an academic discipline has poor credentials. Relying on other
fields, especially psychology, for its principal substance, it has not yet
developed a corpus of knowledge and technique of sufficient scope and power
. to be given full academic status.

James D. Koerner
The Miseducation of American Teachers
1963, p. 17

The teacher education curriculum comprises two parts: general education
and professional education. General education is one of several terms used to
define the education that is purported to be of value to all persons. Profes-
sional education, on the other hang, is used to define the education needed to
practice in a particular profession. In education it is referred to as pedagogy or
the art and science of teaching.

For as long as formal teacher education has existed, there has been conflict
between academicians and teacher educators over the balance of general ver-
sus professional content in the undergraduate teacher education curriculum.
Academicians believe chat general education and knowledge of the discipline
to be taught should be the only prerequisites for holding a teaching position.
Most teacher educators, on the other hand, maintain that additionally there is
a common body of knowledge about teaching and learning that all prospective
teachers must acquire.

While the conflict persists, in practice there has been an uneasy truce
%%herein academicians more or less osersee general education and the academic
cmtent for the teacher's teaching Specialty, %tide teacher educators control
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pedagogy. From time to time, there have been efforts to reach a compromise
with proposals to extend the period of teacher preparation from the current
four years to five or even six years so that teacher education students couhl re-
ceive both more general and professional education (AACTE 1982; Smith
1980).

General Education

The terms general education, general studies, or liberal arts education often
are used synonymously although they have different origins and somewhat
different meanings. The concept of the liberal arts derives from third century
B.C. Greece with subsequent modifications, especially in the sixteentl cen-
tury. Historically the liberal arts were seen as studies deemed most fitting only
for freemen or citizens of Greece. Emphases then were on learning to think
and to converse. Such studies expanded ftom the trivium (logic, grammar, and
rhetoric) to include the quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and
music). Together they came to be canal the "seven liberal arts." The essential
common denominator of these early studies was that they were not intended
directly to prepare persons for vocations. Over time other studies either re-
placed some of the above or were added. They included psychology,
sociology, natural science, and modern foreign languages.

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the liberal arts increas-
ingly fell into disregard as a result of seve...al emerging phenomena that shifted
interest from learning for its own sake (knowledge as its own end) to learning
in order to perform (knowledge as a means to an end). Among the emerging
phenomena were industrialization, the scientific revolution, universal suf-
frage, and mass education. Individually and collectively such events were key
factors that caused increased interest in vocational or specialized education,
including professional education for teachers.

In addition, respected intellectuals became critical of classical sturlies h n

Dewey, for example in Democracy and Education (1916) emphas that
liberal studies had their origins in slave societies and are no longer apurt e.

He argues that liberal education in a democracy should give "indivirfui.ls a
personal interest in social relationships and control and the habits of mind
which secure social changes without introducing disorder." Thus a liberal
education increasingly would be related to the problems and realities of a
democratic society.

liccause the term "liberal arts" had fallen into disfavor, the Harvard Com-
mittee on General Education (1945) introduced the term "general education"
to io.old both the classical and elitist connotations associated with liberal arts
education. General education was proposed as the means of preparing an in-
di'. idual to be a free person and citizen. It was an education designed to give a
person the capacity to examine his or her life, a sense of inner freedom, and a
broad outlook in order to overcome provincialism. The curriculum that would
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contribute to these ends was said to consist of the natural sciences (under-
standing of the physical environment and human beings' relationship to it),
the social sciences (understanding of the social environment and human be-
ings' relationship to it), ane the humanities (understanding of human beings
themsel. !s in their evolution and ways of thinking).

More recently, Phenix (1964) defines general education as the search for
human meaning and understanding that results in a complete person, a
humanized person. Phenix suggests that a curriculum in general education
fails into six "realms of meaning," namely: symbolics (ordinary language and
mathematics), empirics (physical, natural, and biological sciences), esthetics
(the arts and literature), synnoetics (personal knowledge), ethics (moral
knowledge), and synoptics (history, religion, and philosophy), Persons so
,diteated would be skilled in speech, symbol, and gesture; factually informed;
c.:_dable of creating and appreciating objects of aesthetic significance; en-
dowed with a rich disciplined life in relationship to self and others; and able to
make wise decisions, to judge between right and wrong, and to possess an in-

tegrative outlook
At about the same time, Conant (1963) describes a liberal education both as

a process and as an aspiration:

A liberal education, one might say, is a process begun in childhood, car-
ried on through a varying number of years of schooling, and be tested

by the momentum it sustains in adult life. It is characterized by what it

aspires to, rather than by what it embraces: it aims to enlarge the
understanding, to develop respect for data and to strengthen the ability to

think and act rationally. . . It seeks to produce an informed, inquiring
and todictous habit of mind rather than particular abilities. (p. 92)

Adler (1982) suggests that a "liberal and general" course of study needs R
permeate grades K-I2 and must include acquisition of knowledge in three
areas: language, literature, and fine arts; mathematics and natural sciences;

and history, geography, and social studies. Why these three? Because, says
Adler, "They compress the most fundamental branches of learning. No one
can claim to be educated who is not reasonably well acquainted with all three"

(p. 24).
Silberman (1970) provides t "test" to determine whether a particular study

is liberal.

Vs bat determines s healer a particular study is liberal is the vvay it is

taught and even more, the purpose to which II !aught. . . . Is its pur-

pose to enlarge the student's humanity and his understanding of the role

and purpose of knowledge? (p. 388)

%lore recently, in an of tort to counteract the drift away from general educa-

tion, liars ard University in 1978 propose/it redesigned general education pro-

gram that requires students to select 10 semester-length courses within five
precisely defined acadcmic areas: literature and the arts, history, social and
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philosophical analysis, science and mathematics, and foreign culture
(Seligman & Malamud 1978, p. 61).

On most campuses the general education curriculum still follows notions
contained in the earlier Harvard Committee Report (1945) and consists of
courses in the social sciences, natural sciences, and humanities. But according
to Silberman (1970), such courses are all too often taught with a narrowly pro-
fessional or technical purpose in mind and are designed to train professional
historians, mathematicians, physicists, and so forth. In fact, general education
requirements for undergraduates on most campuses are not usually very
specific. That is, rather than exact course requirements, there are only general
stipulations. For example, at Ohio State University, 45 quarter hours of
general education credit are required, 15 each in the humanities, natural
sciences, and social sciences. Many universities readily admit that they do not
offer anything resembling a true general education. Instead they refer to the
requirements simply as basic %location requirements.

The demise of general education on university campuses has been at-
tributed to many things, including lack of interest on the part of students.
Sewall (1982) asks:

Do the liberal studies that is, the bodies of knowledge that include
language, mathematics, science, history, civics and the fine arts still
possess enough authority to capture the imagination of young people easi-

ly diverted y more sensate activities? Could yet another generation large-
ly indifferent to mental exertion and precision inflict irreparable damage
on a citiien propelled polity and an information-based economy? Should
we brace ourselves for a plague of cultural amnesia? (p. 603)

Additionally, general education has been hurt by lack of interest on the part of
employers and a loss of interest in teaching undergraduates by faculty who
operate u ider a reward system based on research and publications. In recent
years Boyer and Levine (1981) and Winter, McClelland, and Stewart (1981)
have made a strong case for reviving general education on university cam-
nuses.

All in all, general education suffers from a malaise. The cure will require a
redefinition and re-evaluation of general education. If general education is to
be successful it must be more clearly defined and valued. In the absence of the
abose requisites, undergraduates will continue to take courses to fulfill basic
education requirements that in reality are either beginning courses intended
for those going on to pursue a major in that discipline or courses that are in-
tended to be remedial, that is, to make up for lack of general education in high
school.

General Education and Teacher Education

There is a common expectation that teachers should have a broad general
education because they are collectively responsible for the formal general

7
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education of youth. I hey also are expected to serve as models of well-educated

persons for youth and for the community at large. Additionally, if teachers are

generally well educated, they can draw on that "reserve" to enrich their own
teaching specialty. Such assumptions have led all institutions preparing preser-
vice teachers to require that .one-third or more of the curriculum be in general
education. Gutek (1970) says of such programs:

Although the general education requirement is found in all teacher educa-
tion programs, it varies a great deal in quality. Some institutions have de-
veloped well-thought-out programs of general education, while others
have programs of poor quality which consist merely of accumulating
numbers of credit hours in something vaguely labeled "liberal arts." (p.
140)

Provision for the general education of teachers has the sanction of teacher
education accrediting, approval, and certification bodies such as the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) and state educa-
tion departments. Nearly three decades ago, NCATE (Armstrong 1957) began
to make its position on general education clear when it stated:

[dean,. . al. persons in our society should be well-educated. For the
teacher, however, being well-educated is a necessity. Without it, the

teacher cannot interpret any field of knowledge in its proper relationship
to the w hole of society, and without it, the teacher will not be respected by

a society which is itself becoming increasingly well-educated. . . . The

committee believes . . that being a well-educated person is so essential to

the satisfactory performance of the functions of a teacher at all levels as
to pistily an emphasis on liberal education at the preservice level. (p.

Nevertheless, general education for teachers is still defined and addressed
only scantily in the more recent teacher education literature. For example, the
NCATE Standards for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (1982) define
general education simply as the "studies most widely generalizable." Accord-
ing to NCATE, such studies should be taught "with emphasis upon generali-
zation rather than the academic specialization as a primary objective" (p. 15).
The "studies must widely generalizable" are proposed to be symbolics (com-
munication through symbols) including studies in languages, communication
skills, linguistics, mathematics, logic, and information theory; natural and be-
havioral sciences; and humanities. NCATE notes further that these studies
should constitute a minimum of one-third of the total coursework of future
teachers. This breaks down into approximately 40 or 60 credit hours for se-
mester and quarter systems respectively.

cieneral education for teachers also is addressed briefly in the National
Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification
(NASD ).1.C1 Standards jOr State Approval of Teacher Education (1981).
NASD I EC defines general education as follows:

8



Genoa' eLltualu):1 is [hal coiliponetil 01 a teacher education program pro -

siding the knowledge, skills, understandings and appreciations associated

with a well-educated, sensitive individual. (p. 17)

Accordingly, the general education curriculum would include:

the study of the liberal arts which embraces the humanities, fine arts,
mathematics, natural and behavioral sciences. . . General education is
riot defined by subject matter alone but rather by an attitude toward the
world which emphasizes intelligent functioning as a human being. (p. 17)

Conant (1963) provides a clearer rationale for the inclusion of general
studies in the teacher education program.

There is moreover, an important practical reason for certain studies:
almost any teacher inevitably faces the necessity of dealing with subjects

outside his area of specialization, not only in his classroom but also in
conversation with students. If he is largely ignorant or uninformed, he
can do much harm. Moreover, if the teachers in a school system are to be
a group of learned persons cooperating together, they should have as
much intellectual experience in common as possible, and any teacher who

has not studied in a variety of fields in college will always feel far out of
his depth when talking with a colleague who is the high school teacher in a
field other than his own.

And too, if teachers are to be considered as learned persons in their
communities (as they are in certain European countries), and if they are to
command the respect of the professional men and women they meet, they

Must be prepared to discuss difficult topics. This requires a certain level
of sophistication. For example, to participate in any but the most super-
ficial conversations about the impact of science on our culture, one must
have a some time wrestled with the problems of the theory of knowledge.
Pie same is true when it comes to the discussion of current issues. (pp.

93-9-41

Conant goes on to address directly the amount and content of general educa-
tion for teachers. He suggests that, "assuming a good high school prepara-
tion," r.neral education should occupy half of the student's time for four
years, and that it should be a "broad academic [as opposed to vocational)
education." Figure ' is an illustration of what Conant recommends as general
education for teachers.

Silberman (1970) addresses the liberal education of teachers in his con-
troversial hook. Crisis in the Classroom. He contends that teachers must have
a firm sense of direction, a commitment to the preservation and enlargement
Of human values, and the ability to transmit that commitment to youth.
teachers must be educated to self-scrutiny, self-examination, self-renewal,
and to serious thought abolit purpose. He supports courses for teachers that
would show them how k edge is developed and how humans may differ in
their approaches to Silberman, like others, believes it is the joint
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Subjects already studied in high school
Number of Equivalent

Courses Semester Hours

The English language and composition 2 6
The Western world's literary tradition 2 6
History (at least one-half other than American) 3 9

Art appreciation and music appreciation, 2 6
vtathematics 2 6
science (physical and biological, each studied

consecutively) 4 12

Subjects not studied In school

Introduction to general psychology I 3

Introduction to sociology and anthropology 1 3

Introduction to the problems of philosophy I 3

Introduction to economics 1 3

Introduction to political science 1 3

20 60

Figure 1. Components of a general education program recommended by James Conant.

From The Education of American Teachers (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963).

responsibility of colleges of education and academic departments to work
toward these ends; but he claims that the academics have refused to take the
job seriously.

13. 0. Smith, in "The Liberal Arts and Teacher Education" (1971), claims
that if liberal arts are again to play an important role in the education of
teachers, they must come to grips with modern day experience as persons in a
mass society experience it. Such studies mu..it move out of the classroom into
the field in order to view individuals confronting the social, political, and
economic issues in their experience. They must find ways that ventilate prob-
lems and acknowledge the interdisciplinary character of events in daily life.
Persons must be subjected to fresh interpretations of their problems, purpose,
and social destiny. They must establish a set of norms to use in addressing
problems and issues that confront them from day to day.

Howsam, Corrigan, Denemark, and Nash (1976) in the AACTE Bicenten-
nial Commission Report, Educating a Profession, state that general education
should help teachers become learned persons because they are responsible for
the intellectual development of children. Consequently, they "must be in-
terested in ideas and capable of understanding them in broad conceptual con-
texts" (p. 82). The authors recommend that prospective teachers participate in
experiences that focus on the nature and implications of knowledge that are
prosided by an interdisciplinary team. Therein students,

will consider alternause ways of knowing, unique structures of
knowledge in different fields, linkages among concepts in various

l0
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disciplines, and th, implis:ations of these ideas for teaching in the elemen-
tary and secondary school. fp. fit)

Ten years after he first addressed the topic, B. 9. Smith (1980), in outlining
the ingredients of a teacher education curriculum, is increasingly suspect and
critical of general education.

Schools of pedagogy no less than the nonpedagogical schools and depart-

ments have been, and continue to he, possessed by the magic of the ex-
pression "general education." The referent even in the mcst stringent
definitions is elusive. Its meanings are as numerous as the points of view
regarding w hat education is all about. To some it means dipping into a

number of disciplines, tasting general courses here and there; to others it
means pursuing a program in the humanities which strangely enough
often skirts philosophy, the integrative discipline par excellence.

As a result of preoccupation with the notion of general education, a
considerable proportion of the prospective teacher's academic program,

sometimes amounting to half of the credit hours, has been distributed
0.er a lartte number of fields from which the student has acquired only
ser!, superficial knowledge. Because of the term's ambiguity and vague-
ness and the tendency of those who use "general education" to stand for

a little of this and a Ittle of that. the term will not be used fin my book] to
designate any part of the professional curriculum for school personnel.
tpp. 31.32)

Instead Smith goes on to argue for in-depth preparation of prospective
teachers both in the subi,:ct matter they will be required to teach and in "corn-
pknientary areas." Thus, in the latter instance, a prospective secondary
teacher of physics would study philosophy of science since it would comple-
ment a science teacher's curriculum. He proposes use of a "categorization of
knowledge" developed by Tykociner from which the complementary knowl-
edge for any teaching field could be selected. Thus, Smith replaces the concept
of general education with the concept of complementary knowledge. Careful
selection of coursework from this array of complementary knowledge will
enable teaching candidates,

to discuss . questions of personal and intellectual significance, to serve
as a model for an educati.d person, and to increase the possibility of con-
tinued intellectual growth. (p. 32)

Academicians, as would be expected, support the need to educate teachers
Rikch (1981) proclaims:

I suggest that education has as a necessary function in the preparation of
teachers the constant application of the processes of thinking and ac.
mines of understanding to the form and substance of the liberal arts
kil%i1P11110 t ertamly a primary aim of teachers is the communication of
the as ailahtlits, place, meanings, and salues of those knowledge; which
ate the tort of liberal arts disciplines to those who have had little or no



contact with these disciplines as areas of significant human knowledge.
thus, education must, in the training of teachers, demand that prospec-
tive teachers corn to grips with such basic questions as: "What d vs this
or that particular area of knowledge mean?" "What basic sets of ques-
tions and historizal context gave rise to this or that particular area of con-
centrated knowledge, and what is the place of this or that concentrated
knowledge today?" "What methods, skills, and value concerns have
resulted from the shaping and elaboration of this or that discipline, and
how do these relate to other disciplines or pleas of knowledge?" All such
questions lea(' toward such fundamental concerns of teacher preparation
as "How and when do 1, as a teacher, go about preparing students to
comprehend aad then undertake studies in this or that area of
knowledge'?" and "What do these disciplines or areas of knowledge have
to oiler that might improve efforts to teach, contribute to learning, and
improve understanding of the social, historical, and philosophical con-

xts of schooling?" These are, for the most part, questions which are not
central w the concerns of the liberal arts professors, yet which are, or
should he, vital concerns of the prospective teacher, especially elementary

and middle school teachers. (pp. 408-409)

A smaller number of academicians believe that possession of a general
education should be the .sole criterion for entry into teaching. Mortimer Alter
k among that number. In the Paideia Proposal (1982), he calls for a single-
track system of public education that provides all children K-12 with the same
curriculum with virtually no electives and no vocational training. That cur-
riculum would consist of fundamental knowledge (history, literature,
language, mathematics, science, and fine arts), basic intellectual skills

(reading, writing, mathematical computation, and scientific. investigation),
and the enlargement of understanding (aesthetic appreciation of works of art,
ability to think critically). In addition, Adler proposes 12 years of physical
education, eight years of varied manual arts (cooking, typing, auto repair),
and at least one year focusing on choosing a career. Since the Pz: Jeia cur-
riculum contains the "general learning that should be the possession of all
human beings," Adler proposes that its teachers must rive a solid liberal
arts education and "the hell with courses in pedagogy and educational
philosophy" (Stengel 1982).

[he rablic, too, expects teachers to be well-educated persons. Unfor-
tunately, it some instances teachers have been viewed as not even basically
educated in the three R's. A much referred to article in the 16 June 1980 issue
of Time magaiine, "Help! Teachers Can't Teach!" is illustrative of how too
man!, of the public view teachers.

Quite ,t few teachers, estimates range to twenty percent, simply have not
mastered the basic skills in reading. writing and arithmetic that they are
supposed ttt teach (p 55)

Recently various states have anno4nced their intention to ensure that
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teachers he welleducated persons, or at least be competent in the basics, by
mandating teacher competency tests. For example, Florida sequires teacher
..:andidates to pass the Florida Teacher Certification Examination (Depart-
ment of Education 1982), which contains subtests in rea ling, writing,
mathematics, and professional education. Oklahoma similarly examines
teacher candidates, but in their major and minor approval areas. For example,
a prospective teacher of algebra is examined both on algebra and on general
mathematics. Many other states have similar bills before their legislatures. In
addition, many states have mandated that prior to admission to teacher educe.
tion programs, candidates must demonstrate basic competencies as evidenced
by scores on standardized tests such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), the
American College Testing Program Assessment Test (ACT), or the California
Achievement Test (CAT) (Ward 1981).

Adding fuel to the legislative fires, a Boston University professor reported
that he found high school seniors who planned to major in education, com-
pared with seniors who planned other majors, well below average both in ver-
bal and math scores on the SAT (Weaver 1979).

In conclusion, the public, teacher educators, and academicians agree that
teachers should be well educated. However, general education, and particular-
Iv the general education of teachers, has seen hard times and suffers from
neglect. Over the years, some persons and institutions have made efforts to
res ive or resurrect general education. Only a few of these voices have been
listened to and fewer yet heeded.

In order to improve the general education of teachers, the following ques-
tions need to be addressed. Can general education be redefined or reinter-
preted in a way that has common acceptance and that will provide direction?
How much general education is necessary relative to the total curriculum for
teachers? What should constitute the general education curriculum for
teachers? ('an what is envisioned be brought into reality? How can education
students and faculty alike be drawn toward general education? Now can

teacher education accrediting and approval agencies be made more interested
in the general education of it.i.:ehers? How well are current preservice teachers
being generalls educated? Finally, are generally edu.:ated teachers more effec-
tise teachers by any standard?

Professional Education

I he term professional educat.'on implies education for a profession.
How eser, whether teaching can be .onsidered a profession has been at issue
for decades. Ornstein (1981) enumerates 13 commonly cited characteristics of

profession, four of which are considered to be most important. They are: 1)
.t defied body of knowledge beyond the grasp of the public, 2 control over
licensing (.ertitication) and entry requirements, 3) autonomy in snaking deci-
sions, and 4) high p1estige and economic standing.
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Whenever trashing is compared to such lists of professional characteristics,
the consistent conclusion is that it lags well behind such professions as
medicine and law (Howsam et al. 1976; Schein 1972). Howsam (1980) sum-
marizes:

the evidence seems to indicate sery convincingly that teaching, as it
presently exists and functions, manifests the characteristics of a semi-
profession. It is clear, however, that in the nature of its contributions and
its societal function it is a profession. To the extent that it performs below
its potential, the schools and society are losers. (p. 94)

If a primary criterion for any profession is that it possess a distinctive body
of knowledge, then professional education would be "a specialized body of
knowledge and skills . . . acquired during a prolonged period of education
and training" (Schein 1972, p. 8). Such studies obviously would differ among
professions. In law, that knowledge is contained in courses on appellate prac-
tice, contracts, torts, and property. In medicine, professional knowledge .id
skill are gained in courses in g-ardiology, endocrinology, and pathophysiology.
In education, courses such as tests and measurement, curriculum theory, and

diagnosis of learning problems are offered. The essential common
denominator of these courses is that generally they are not intended to be of
interest to persons ou the profession.

This essential body of Inv/ledge neces,arily woCd be agreed on and ac-
cepted within the profession. It would be compiled and organized in some
form of index or manual for ease of acc:ss, similar to nu.: physician's desk
reference.

Having a uistinctive body of knowledge and knowing better than anyone
eke how it should be applied, that is, what is goof for the client, ensures that
only those possessing that knowledge would be capable of decision making in
that realm. Following from this, a profession would need to have control over
practitioner licensing, control of entry requirements into the profession,
autonomy, and prestige.

The most serious obstacle preventing teaching from true profession-

al status is the lack of consensus among educators regarding what constitutes
the requisite specialized body of knowledge and skills for effective teaching.
For example, whereas Ohio State University College of Medicine lists more
than 20 courses, individual studies, and seminars, the College of Education
lists well over 300. Even accepting that the two fields are different and .hat
education may be more inclusive and more diverse, sur ly medicine has more
concurrence regarding a basic professional culture than does education.

Armstrong (1957) elaborates on the lack of consensus among teacher
cd Lica tors regarding a core professional culture.

I he lack of curricaum Fanelli indicates that the faculty of an institution
ha. giN en no .ys.emaiw thought to what should be included in a teacher
education pre ram; that the faculty is unwilling to back its own judg-
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merit; in that It helloes no pattern is necessary. Whatever the reason, it is
likely to result in gaps in the academic and professional education taken

by students, in undesirable overlapping of content, in having students at
different stages of their educational programs enrolled in th.- same
courses, and in intensifying the problems of evaluation. (p. 6)

A second obstacle interfering with education being perceived as a true pro-
fession is that a teacher's education is acquired within a four-year under-
graduate program, rather than during a prolonged period as with law and
medicine. Over the past several decades, proposals have been put forth to ex-
tend preservice programs, but they encounter difficulties and soon are shelved.
The first difficulty already has been mentioned. The profession simply does
not agree on what teachers must know to bt.gin practice, and therefore there is
no scope and sequence to curricula that would justify prolonged preparation.
A second difficulty is the belief on the part of many, including teacher
educators, that prolonged preparation of teachers is not warranted

,economically. They ask, "Why would young people expend so much time and
effort to become a teacher when the economic rewards are so low?" A third
difficulty confronting the professional requisite of prolonged preparation is

the historical dichotomy between preservice and inservice education. Do some
now do some later.

Before professional education will be taken as seriously by otners as teacher
educators would desire, those responsible for it must redefine and re-evaluate
what exists. If consensus can be achieved regarding what professional
knowledge and skill count, then the general public and academicians will grant
increasing autonomy and respect to educators.

Professionalizing Education and Teacher Education

All we has e to exhibit is a plethora of course titles and programs . . . and
practice guided by bandwagons and publicity. (Broudy 1963, p. 45)

ours ork in education deserves its ill repute. It is moot, often puerile,
in ;tunais, dull and ambiguous incontestably. Two factors make it
this was ihr limitations o' the instructor and tie limitations of the sub-
pm matter that has been remorselessly fragmented, subdivided, and in-
flated, and that in many cases was not adequate in its umnflated state.
(hoerne 1961. p. 18)

Regardless of the professional status of teaching, professional education
goes on an has gone on since the early nineteenth century when pedagogy -
the srndy of the art and science of teaching emerged as a distinct and
sriati/ed field of study (Borrowman 1966, p. 1). Prior to that time, study in
a Itheral arts college was considered the only necessary preparation for
teaching. since students would he exposed to the best available knowledge.
I his was in the tradition of the medieval university that, when b( stowing the
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arts degree, in e+sence, admitted the holder into tho guild of professional
teachers. During and after that time, three distinct trends developed that,
when understood, help to illuminate the emergence of professional education
(Borrowman 1966; Silberman 1970).

One trend occurred on university campuses in the nineteenth century where
the liberal arts curriculum was undergoing expansion, diversification, and
even occupational specialization. By the end of the century, some university
scholars agreed that the study of human development, the learning process,
and educational institutions were legitimate undertakings within the

framework of liberal studies. The arguments included: that the study of educa-
tion could be scholarly if it yielded valuable insights for rational human
behavior, that education as taught in the university was a liberal art or science,
and that technical or craft training then being offered to younger students in
the ern-,Irging normal schools was fundamentally different from the liberal-
professional education that could be offered potential educational leaders in a
university (Borrowman 1966, pp. 11-13). President Eliot of Harvard made a
case for admitting new disciplines into higher education and subsequently
established a chair of pedagogy.

A second trend occurred with the development of normal schools, which
provided from two weeks to two years of a highly technical curriculum in-
tended to beget immediate, practical results, that is, to funnel trained teachers
into America's fast-growing common school classrooms.

1 he latter halt of the nineteenth century saw the appearance of a crusade
to prolessionahre teaching, led by Horace Mann, Calvin Stowe, James Ci.

aster and Ildinunu Dwight So hitter was the resistance of liberal
art% colleges, yet so strong was the determination of the American people

to pros id better training for teachers that state legislatures established.
as they were kneed w do in the field of agriculture. separate institutions
to pro% ide professional preparation fur teaching. Consequently the nor-
mal %,:hool which later became the teachers college land still later the
multipurpose state uno.ersily college) was created. (Chandler, Powell,
anti Harvard 1971. p. 158)

I he general intention of the normal school curriculum was to focus solely on
and contribute to successful teaching performance.

A third trend was the conciliation of the differences between those who
championed hoeral education and those who advocated only professional
education. Persons in this conciliatory school of thought believed that future
teachers should he exposed to both liberal and professional education, and
that both could be brought together within the baccalaureate dereL, Without
quest um the conciliators IA on out, and professional education that which is

considered unique to the preparation of teachers has been placed, likely
petinanemb,, to Justaposition with general studies, mostly within the four -
sear urnsersio, curriculum.



Imlay most persons, including academicians, agree that teachers need to
be professionally educated, for they alone are responsible for knowing formal-
ly how to educate others. Whitehead proclaims, "We are only just realizing
that the art and science of education require a study and genius of their own;
and that this genius and this science ate more than a bare knowledge of some
branch of science or literature" (1949, p. 16). Silberman notes, "The question
is nut whether teachers should receive special preparation for teaching, but
what kind of preparation they should receive" (1970, p. 413).

All institutions preparing preservice teachers now require that some
coursework be taken in professional education. The disagreement occurs
mostly over the nature and amount of the preservice education curriculum.
Conant (1963), in his study of 77 institutions in 22 states, notes a few constants
in teacher education curricula: educational psychology, at lease one methods
course, one L. rse related to the function of the school in society, and student
teaching. Relatedly, he reports that semester-hour professional course re-
quirement*for elementary majors range from 26 to 59 and for secondary ma-
jors from 17 to 30 (p. 125).

Chandler et al. (1971) estimate that about 15P') of the work required for
legal certification of high school teachers is devoted to the study of pedagogy
and the practice of teaching under supervision. Similarly, they estimate the
niedi:in for state certification for elementary teachers at 20% (p. 160). More
recently, Sherwin (1974), in her study of 719 institutions, finds the profes-
sional curriculum to he divided between psychological and social foundations
and curriculum and instruction. Within the psychological and social founda-
tions area, educational psychology is required most often. Sherwin reports
that elementary majors have course requirements ranging from 26 to 35
semester hours, and secondary majors have course requirements ranging from
16 to 25 hours tp. 15). As would be expected, special professional education
for teachers is mandated by teacher education accrediting, approval, and cer-
tification bodies. For example, the NCATE Standards (1982) note:

I he protessional part of a curriculum designed to prepare teachers should

he ih..niguishatile from the general studies componeni. the general
studies component includes v.hatoer instruction is desirable for all
student', regardless ut their prospecti% e occupations: the professional
component ,ners all the altitudes, knowledge, and skills required of a
teacher (p.

According to NCA those abilities requisite to becoming a teacher can
he (hut need not necessarily he) subsumed under four categories of profes-
sional studies. They are: I) content for the teaching specialty, 2) humanistic
and hails twirl studies, 3) teaching and learning theory, and 4) practicum.
Across the entire preservice curriculum, multicultural education and special
education requirements has e reeentiy been mandated. Since almost all notable
teacher education units seek NCATE accreditation, their programs meet or
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follow the standards. "I hus, in a sense, the NCATE curriculum can be likened
to a modal curriculum for preservice education.

Content for the Teaching Specialty

Only through pursuing a subject well beyond the introductory level can a
tprospectise teacher] gain a coherent picture of the subject . . . so that
. . . he can communicate something of the spirit to others. (Conant1963,
p. 106)

The "content for the teaching specialty" is also referred to as the teacher's
subject area, concentration, or teaching major. For elementary and secondary
preservice teachers, the content for teaching specialty is comprised essentially
of the subjects to be taught in the schools. Prospective elementary teachers
would study the elementary school curriculum. The National Association of
State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification (NASDTEC) Stan-
dards (1981) for elementary teachers note:

he program shall require study designed to develop knowledge in the
subject areas normally found in the elementary school curriculum in-
cluding art, health, mathematics, music, physical education, science and
social studies. (p. 37)

Similarly-, prospective secondary science teachers would study the curriculum
for which they will be responsible. For example, for science teachers
NASDTEC comments:

I he eomprehen .c science program shall require study designed to assure

knowledge of the basic principles Of biology, chemistry, physics, and
earth and space science and shall require specialization in one of these
areas. (p. -73)

In addition to knowing the subject they will teach, teachers must
possess subject matter to teach with (Broudy 1972, p. 61). The NCATE Stan-
dards (1982) say it thusly:

I professional studies component or each curriculum for prospectise
tea, hers includes the study of the content to be taught to pupils, and the
supplementary knowledge, from the subject matter of the teaching
specialty and tram allied fields, that is needed by the teacher for perspec-
II%e and flembility in teaching. (p. 17)

I.or example, so011dary school history teachers must know both the history
they will teach and history writ large. Additionally, teachers need to know
other subje,:ts from ss z-ch they can draw. Thug history teachers would benefit
from study tu. ,elated literature, music, and art for periods about which they
Hill teach.

!he content available in, and supportive of, the teaching specialty seems
endless and appears increasingly so. Fortunately, there are criterion measures,
albeit subjective, by which the content for the teaching specialty can be better
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selected: Is this the content that is taught in the schools? Is this the content
'hat will give the curriculum taught in the schools extended or enriched mean-
ing? Is this the content that will help the preservice teacher understand the
discipline's attributes and ways of knowing?

Academicians normally teach teachers the content for a teaching specialty
and are often referred to as subject matter specialists. They fall into several
types. One type' is the academician whose major interests are to engage it
scholarly research and to nurture others who will go to graduate school and
major in the discipline. This type is not interested in teaching the subject
specialty in such a way that it meets the needs of K-12 teachers who will teach
that specialty to pupils. Howsam et al. (1976) note that since prospective
teachers normally populate the same classes as other university students, this
raises problems since:

academic faculty sometimes assume that when . . . edt 'ation majors
learn the research procedures, logic and content of an academic specialty
their ability to . . . excite others about the value of the discipline will
Iollow. Some of the faculty also assume that knowledge of a subject is
sat tiL lent preparation for teaching it. Courses designed primarily to meet
the needs of majors who intend advanced graduate study often neglect the

concerns ()I' others, particularly teachers. (pp. 85-86)

A second and related type is the academician who is not particularly in-
terested in scholarship and preparing future graduate students but still treats
students as if they all have the same purposes in studying that content area. A
third type is the academician who has been given an additional responsibility
for teacher preparation and who therefore is sensitive, if not always respon-
ske, to having preservice teachers as students.

There are also persons other than academicians who are knowledgeable and

competent to teach the content courses. They may be members of the educa-
tion faculty or practicing K-12 teachers. Clearly, then, it depends on the moti-
vation of persons teaching prospective teachers their content specialty as to
how they will approach the subject matter.

Seahorg and Harrun (1966) comment on the conflict between academicians
teaching the content for the teaching specialty and those teaching professional
coursew ork

In educating our teachers we had emphasized courses on pedagogy and
method to the detriment of preparing them in the subjects they were sup-
posed to teach. . . . There had grown up regrettably a rigid
estrangement between scientists and science educators, so that science
,:ourses tor prospccti% c teachers were commonly taught in departments or

colleges ..)t education, while professors in the scientific departments often
(ended to discourage their better students from considering careers as
school s...letice teachers. (p. 22)

he situation described above is especially bleak because future teachers
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need to study their teaching major in special ways. Cogan (1967, p. 110) calls
for careful, selective study of the discipline as opposed to extensive coverage;
understanding the scope and limitations of the discipline; and development of
strategies that enable the teacher to learn how to learn in the discipline. Smith,
Cohen, and Pearl (1969) note:

1 0 he prepared in the subject matter of instruction is to know the content
to be taught and how the content can be related to the interests and ex-
perience of children and youth. . . This kind of preparation will require
courses oriented to the teacher's need for knowledge that can be tied in
with the life of children and youth rather than discipline-oriented courses.
(pp. 121-122)

Cogan also reminds us that teachers must develop a "love of learning" for
their teaching specialty and must be able to communicate it to pupils. In the
final analysis, future teachers need more than knowledge of a discipline. They
need to he made to think about how the study of a discipline can make more
rational future citizens and how the discipline must be taught in order to do
SO.

Academicians teaching content courses for teachers would be more sen-
sitive to what preservice teachers need to know if they regularly interacted with
K-12 teachers in their specialty area, if they served on school district cur
riculum committees, or if they interacted with teacher educators in their
specialty areas.

Because most academicians teaching content courses for teachers do not
maintain relationships with the schools or with teacher educators, they tend to
he unaware of or insensitive to the needs of preservice teachers. Therefore,
education departments have felt it necessary to establish special methods
courses. These courses, to be discussed later, are intended specifically to ad-
dress both the content and how it should be taught.

A special word needs to be said about the content preparation of elemen-
tary teachers since they teach all the common branch subjects. It is assumed
that prospective elementary teachers already know the content of the elemen-
tary school curriculum because of their general education and that they need
no further instruction. Current concerns underlying the teacher competency
re. ting movement deny such an assumption. Some preservice teachers must
themselves be taught or retaught the elementary content that they in turn will
teach. In such cases, we would generally be hard pressed to find university
courses that provide content for or content to support the teaching fields of
elementary teachers. An exception would he a course in mathematics, such as
Mathematics 105 taught at Ohio State University, which purports "to develop
basic ideas of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry as appropriate for elementary
schoo! teachers." There are no parallel courses in other academic depart-
ment.. No like courses exist in science, literature, language arts, or social
studies. The existence of this single course seems more of an indictment of the

)
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mathematics competency of elementary school teachers than provision of a
course intended to enrich or further knowledge of the content specialty.

No one would argue the need for teachers to know their subjects, and
criticism is quick to follow those teachers who do not. The challenge for
teacher educators is to ensure that teachers "know their stuff."

Contributing to the "content" problem was the transformation of teachers
colleges into multipurpose institutions that occurred primarily in the 1940s and
1950s. As a result m. ny different "vocational" majors find themselves in
classrooms with academic professors who either do not or cannot cope with
the heterogeneity. Thus the same course may be taken by some students as

general education, by others as part of their major, and by preservice teachers
as content for their teaching specialty.

Following are suggestions that may help to resolve the problems in this area
of the professional curriculum:

1. Make the content for teaching specialty courses truly professional
courses, rather than placing preservice teachers in courses intended as general
education or as prerequisites for graduate study.

2. Define more clearly what should constitute the content for each
teaching specialty, focusing on the needs of both elementary and secondary
education.

3. Ensure that academicians teaching content for teaching specialty
courses are in contact with schools, teachers, and teacher educators.

Humanistic and Behavioral Studies

NCATE (1982) has labeled the second category of professional studies the
"humanistic and behavioral studies." It more commonly is referred to as

foundations of education or foundational studies in education. Operationally,
this component is defined by courses with such diverse titles as introduction to
education, ph.losophy of education, history of education, educational
psychology, educational sociology, educational anthropology, politics of
education, economics of education, comparative education; and more recent-
ly. aesthetic education and moral or ethical education. More than any other
component, the humanistic and behavioral studies are intended to serve as
bridges between general education and pedagogy. The Philosophy of Educa-
tion Society (1980) describes them as follows:

he inure liberal components of the professional education sequence of
reacher education are cor cerned with the principles, criteria and methods

used in making practical judgments in education. These liberalizing pro-
fessional ..;unponents focus on clarifying, understanding, justifying and
csaluat mg proposed ends and means in education. Many of the skills and

concepts of this component are acquired through humanistic and behav-
ioral studies. . . . Behaioral studies promote understanding of the %civil-
talc aspects of practical judgment through the findings and methods of
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psychology, sociology, anthropology, economics, and political ,cience.
Humanistic studies relate educational concerns to their historical develop-
ment and to the analytical, interpretive and normative (ethical) perspec-
tives and methods associated with the philosophical study of education.

(p. 265)

Thus the intention seems to be to ensure better understanding of education,
utilizing knowledge and modes of inquiry from the humanities and social and
behavioral sciences.

Several influential sources support including this component in the teacher
preparation curriculum. NCATE (1982, p. 17j notes that there are certain
issues in education '.harcn beil.tuminated by considering their historical de-
velopment and related philosophical, sociological, psychological, political,
and religious issues. These issues include the nature and aims of education; the

curriculum, organization, and administration of a school system; and the pro-
cesses of teaching and learning.

The National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and
Certification (1981) expects that:

The beginning teacher shall have completed a program that provides for
the doelorment of insights into child and adolescent psychology; the
teaching-learning process; the social interactive process in the classroom,

school and community . . . the broader problems of the profession as
they relate to society and the function of the school. (p. 18)

. The program shall require study of the leaders, ideas and
tnoements underlying the development and organization of education in

the LI S. (p. 19)

Taylor (1963) feels that humanistic studies help preservice teachers to
des clop their own philosophical system that can be applied to school. A few
argue, as does Conant (1963), that such a component would be unnecessary if
only "the general education of future teachers is well arranged." That being
the case, "helpful philosophical, political and historical insights will be sup-
plied by professors of philosophy, political science and history" (p. 123). Con-

ant ads. ocates that preservice teachers should "study philosophy under a real
philosopher. An additional course in philosophy of education would be
desirable but no, essential" (1963, p. 131). Broudy strongly disagrees with
recommendation. like Conant's and argues that such recommendations are
not prim will.

I %en the student who has solid work in philosophy, history, psychology
and sociology faces formidable obstacles in determining what in those
disciplines is reloant to problems of the curriculum [and so forth]. The
professional educator confronted by class after class of students who can-
not ()ker.:tune thew obstacles. understandably might do one or two
things. He might approach the department of history, philosophy.
socio.ogy and psychology with a plea that they design courses that bear
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more or less directly on his problems or he might try to devise courses of
this kind himself. Very often it is the futility of the first approach that
makes the second alternative unavoidable. (1963, p. 54)

The Philosophy of Education Society (1980) proposes that faculty teaching
humanistic and behavioral studies should hold a doctorate with a major in
philosophy of education from a department of philosophy, philosophy of
education, or foundations of education, and that at least one faculty member
in the department should qualify for a fellowship in the Philosophy of Educa-
tion Society.

A specific question about humanistic and behavioral studies that needs to
be answered is, What knowledge is of most worth? Broudy (1963) argues that
we must mold a rational curriculum. He then goes on to remind us that a pro-
fessional field of study is distinguished by the way it organizes learning around
problems distinctive to the profession.

In this it differs from an intellectual discipline such as mathematics or
physics. Mathematics is constituted of an interrelated set of concepts
dealing with quantitative relationships. The professional curriculum of
the teaching of mathematics . . . organizes materials in terms of teaching

and learning mathematics. Such concerns also distinguish education ft om
law, engineering, medicine and other professions. A distinctive set of
problems studied iti their foundational and specialist dimensions provides
the structural framework for any professional field, (p. 50)

Broudy sets forth a taxonomy in which lie proposes four problem areas in
education that should be studied, including educational aims; the curriculum;
school organization, administration, and support; and teaching and learning.
The four disciplines that would shed most light on the above problem areas are
history, psychology, sociology, and philosophy. It is clear that Broudy's ap-
proach, suggested 20 years ago, influenced the NCATE standard for
humanistic and behavioral studies (NCATE 1982, p. 17).

Conant (1963), in his study of the education of American teachers, found
little. semblance of rationality or unity in the content of foundations courses.

Fhose in charge of these foundations course, often attempt to patch
together scraps of history, philosophy, political theory, sociology am1
pedagogical ideology. (p. 117)

lie referred to them as eclectic courses and advised their elimination, "for not
only are they usually worthless, but they give education departments a bad
name" (p. 117). What should exist, according to Conant, are:

('nurses in the philosophy, history or sociology of education . . intended

to apply the disciplines of specific academic areas to education. But these
too may he of limited value. (p. 127)

Howsam et al. (1976) also find fault with the content and teaching of such
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courses, but on other grounds. They argue that "Foundations courses are
taught as separate disciplines in such a way that students fail to see the in-
terplay between theory and practice" (p. 187). Howsam and his cG.leagues
recommend:

That a series of changes be made in the formats, conceptual frameworks
and delivery modes.. , To support and strengthen teachers, (they] must

become interdisciplinary; unifying in concept and practice; less obscure
and more human service functional; problem-based, featuring "theory in
practice" modes of inquiry; original and bold in developing explanatory
hypotheses; personal and clarifying in terms of beliefs and values; socially

activistic and mission centered; and experimental in teaching procedures
and delivery modes. (p. 88)

Many preservice teachers do not seem to respond positively to the content
of this component. They consider it irrelevant because they can neither relate
the knowledge to their experience as learners nor see its usefulness to their
future teachcis. The most striking criticism leveled at teachers of the
humanities and behavioral studies are that they must become more involved
with education practice. Howsam (1976) notes:

Foundations professors refuse to become involved with field experiences
and the problems of practitioners which they perceive as outside the
analytic or descriptive function of the discipline (p. 87)

Compared with other teacher educators, the role of foundations professors

k particularly difficult. It' they have been prepared well in their disciplines,
they are naturally enthusiastic about their respective fields. But many educa-
tion students do not share that enthusiasm and fail to see how the content
relates to the problems of classroom teaching, which they expect their profes-

sional courses to cover. Broudy (1963) describes what he believes the human-
istic and behavioral studies can and cannot do.

The sociology or even the psychology of education, for example, will not
directly help the second-grade teacher to manage her slow learners. . . .

Although foundational knowledge does not solve problems, it does pre-
sent our being muse and provincial about them. (p. 531

In summary, the humanistic and behavioral studies "properly studied"
would result in a teacher who, among other things, would be more able to
understand education as a complex activity. Students of such studies would
see things in a broader perspective inui would continuously be able to value the

worth of current practice and ideas.
Although there is general support for the inclusion of foundations courses

in the preservice curriculum, it is readily apparent both from practice and
t win the literature that significant poblenis persist. Following are some sug-
gest otis that may be useful:

1. Identify the concepts from the several foundations areas, individu-
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ally and collectively, that would help to illuminate thought and practice in
education.

2. Gain consensus from teacher educators and practicing teachers on the
appropriateness of teaching these concepts and understandings in the preser-
vice Curriculum.

3. Determine when, where, and how the knowledge can best be attained.
4. Ensure that members of the foundations of education faculty acknowl-

edge and support the above determination.

5. When hiring foundations professors, ensure that they primarily are
committed to the education of teachers.

6. Reward foundations professors who make such commitments and per-
form their roles well,

7. Ensure that preservice teachers have an adequate general education that
will prepare them for foundational studies.

Teaching and learning Theory

The third category of professional studies is labeled "teaching and learning
theory," This component is legitimized by the. NCATE Standards (1982) as

follows:

The professional studies component of each curriculum includes the
yNte m a t ic study of teaching and learning theory. (p. 18)

Theory, as used here, means an attempt to provide understanding of the
concepts, definitions, facts, and conditional propositions that convey what is
known about teaching and learning.

Sources of such teaching and learning theory include professional wisdom
gained through teaching experience, knowledge obtained from the social and
behaioral sciences, knowledge generate:I within teacher education units, and
knowledge derived from the study of K-12 teaching. Historically, professional
wisdom has Jorninated the content of this component and frequently has been
inseparable from advocacy and commitment (Dunkin and fiddle 1974).
Teacher educators, for the most part former classroom teachers themselves,
frequently draw from their personal knowledge and experience. Call this craft
knowledge. Curriculum projects that teacher educators work on reflect this
propensity. For example, use of professional wisdom dominated decisions
about pedagogical curriculum generally, and teaching and learning theory
specifically, when teacher educators worked on the federally sponsored Com-
prehensive Elementary Teacher Education Models program (CET1,M), an ef-
fort to redesign the preservice curriculum for elementary teachers
(Cruickshank 1970), which is described in Part II.

I ater efforts to generate competency-based teacher education (described in

Part II) and so,:alled generic teachirg competencies also relied heavily on
croft knowledge, although they also used knowledge from the undergirding
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disciplines and knowledge generated from within teacher education units
(Bureau of Academic Programs 1978; Dick, Watson, and Kaufman 1981;
Dodl et al. 1971).

Professional organizations that influence the teacher education curriculum
also tend to be overly dependent on use of craft knowledge. For example, the
NEA publication Excellence in Our Schools: Teacher Education (1982)
(described in Part II), presents "views of the united teaching profession about
needed changes in teacher education." It describes three major functions of
the teacher facilitating learning, managing the classroom, and making pro-
fessional decisions. From these three major functions of teaching are derived
learnings, skills, and field-based experiences. According to NEA, the total
document "reflects substantial input by NEA members and represents what
practitioners know."

However, efforts are being made to build the content of teaching and learn-
ing theory on knowledge derived from studying teaching and learning in
natural classrooms. Smith (1983) contends that whereas historically academic
disciplines like philosophy and psychology were thought to be the wellsprings
of knowledge about teaching and learning, teacher educators increasingly are
turning to the accumulating body of "clinical knowledge." According to
Smith. we are just coming to see that:

there is just as much intellectual challenge in mastering, for example, the
concept of "praise," the various ways and conditions of using and

learning to perform in the classroom according to the rules governing the
use tI praise as there is in the mastery of a particular concept or principle

of philosophy or psy.'hology. (pp. 7.8)

As discoveries continue to be made that provide increasing clinical
knowledge. it becomes the task of the academic theoretician to provide ex-
planations. For example, why are the effects of praise discrepant? As clinical
knowledge increases, educational psychologists or philosophers will be held in

higher regard if they can, in fact, provide explanations so that preservice
teachers will understand why and how what they do affects the outcomes.

General and Special Methods. Courses. Coursework offered under the
teaching and learning theory rubric often is labeled or referred to as "general
and special methods." Conant (1963) refers to them as "those terrible
methods courses which waste students' time" (p. 137). A general methods
course intends to convey what is known about the art and science of teaching

that i% Lit* common interest and use to K-12 teachers. Conant (1963) notes that

a "general methods course assumes the existence of a body of predictive
generalizations valid wherever a teaching-learning situation exists" (p. 138).
Special methods courses. on the other hand, address that which supposedly is
clifterent about teaching various grade levels or content specialties, for exam-
ple. the to :hing of art in first grade as opposed to the teaching of physics in
senior high.
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In the earlier "Content for the Teaching Specialty" section, it was men-
tioned that there is little opportunity for and frequently little effort made by
academicians to tailor their courses for persons who will teach their subject
matter in K-12 classrooms. To overcome this shortcoming. teacher education
institutions offer a variety of special methods courses. Elementary teacher
education, due to its broad curricular responsibilities, is rife with such courses
labeled "The Teaching of Art," "The Teaching of Health and Physical
Education," "Elementary Social Studies Methods," "Reading in the Elemen-
tary School," and so on. As with Conant, many academicians and some of the
general public believe these courses to be unnecessary and devoid of intellec-
tual content. Thus, this segment of the professional curriculum is under fre-
quent attack. The defenders, as Gutek (1970) points out, "contend that [they]
provide the most practical preparation for elementary school teaching"
(p. 140). Generally speaking, specia: methods courses are offered to ensure
that prospective teachers know the curriculum to be taugat and how best to

present it to K-12 pupils.
Teaching Theory. What should preservice teachers know about teaching to

facilitate their work? What should be included in teaching theory courses?
John Good lad notes in "A Study of Schooling" (1983) that:

At all levels of schooling, a very few teaching procedures explaining or

lecturing, monitoring seatwork, and quizzing accounted for most of
those we observed overall in our sample of 1,016 classrooms. Teachers
saried in the quality of their lecturing, for example, but "teacher talk"
was by far the dominant classroom activity. (p. 552)

If this indeed is the case, teacher education has the responsibility to ensure that
teachers do these things well, that is, explaining, lecturing, monitoring, quiz-
zing. And it would seem appropriate that these skills be at least a part of the

study of teat ling theory.
1 he :::;;onal Education Association (1982) long has argued that preservice

teachers should be taught so that they can "start their careers with a
background of experiences that allows them to handle classroom situations
comfortably" (p. 7). As noted earlier, according to the NEA report Excellence
in Our Schools, teachers must be prepared to perform three critical functions:
I) facilitating learning, or knowing the unique characteristics of students;
2) managing the classroom, or organizing the classroom to stimulate learning
and foster discipline; and 3) making professional decisions such as deciding
what to teach. These three functions are elaborated further into !earnings,
skills, and field-based experiences that are intended to guide teacher prepara-
tion institutions in curriculum appraisal and reorganization.

AACTE suggests curricula for teacher education generally, and teaching
and learning theory specifically, in Howsam et al. (1976) and Scannell et al.
(1982). The Howsam et al. publication calls for the development in teachers of

"a broad repertoire of classroom behaviors and skills, grounded in profes-
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sional and academic knowledge" (p. 88). The requisitebehaviors and skills de-
scribed are similar to a set of 33 used in the preservice curriculum at the Uni-
versity of Houston. They are subsumed under 11 categories: 1) diagnosis and
evaluation, 2) organizing the classroom, 3) goals and objectives, 4) planning,
5) communicating, 6) instructing, 7) managing, 8) interpersonal relations,
9) evaluation, 10) self-improvement, and 11) colleagues and other profes-
sionals (pp. 160-161).

The Scannell et al. publication extends the suggestions contained in
Howsam et al. and speaks to generic teaching knowledge and skills and
specialized pedagogical knowledge and skills. The generic teaching knowledge
and skills are arranged under eight teacher functions: 1) analyzing and inter-
preting student abilities, 2) designing instruction to meet learner needs, 3) con-
ducting instruction, 4) managing the classroom, 5) managing student conduct,
6) promoting classroom communication, 7) evaluating learning, and 8) arrant;
ing for conferral and referral opportunities.

Smith et al. (1969) note:

Teachers fail because they have not been trained calmly to analyze . . .

situations against a firm background of relevant theory. . . . If the
teacher is incapable of understanding classroom situations, the actions he
takes will often increase his difficulties(pp. 28-29)

If this assertion is correct, then incumbent upon those preparing preservice
teachers to provide them wi.h opportunities to reflect on significant teaching
situations and problems and to help them to draw on related theory to analyze
and understand the situations (Cruickshank et al. 1980).

More recently, Smith (n.d.) proposes as a starting point a professional cur-
riculum that derives from analysis of the teacher's work: planning, teaching or
instructing, classroom control (an urea of teacher problems), and evaluation.

Stratemeyer (Cottrell 1956, p. 150) also proposes that the units of instruc-
tion in the teacher education curriculum be based on teaching situations and
educational problems preservice teachers would encounter. These would in-
clude how to become acquainted with students and understand them, how to
guide them in developing specific skills, how to evaluate effectively, how to
work cooperatively with parents and colleagut.3, and how to bring about
educational change.

One of the most intensive efforts to incorporate theory into the preservice
curriculum was undertaken by the Teacher Education and Media (TEAM)
project (LaGrone 1964). This project outlines five courses related to teaching
and learning theory. Three seem to fit the definition of teaching theory: "The
Analytic Study of Teaching," "Design for Teaching-Learning," and
"Evaluation of Teaching Competencies." These courses and related others
are described in Part 11.

A number of theories or models present holistic conceptions of teaching.
Sixteen conceptions are described by Joyce and Weil (1972). The work of
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Flanders (1970) also inoides considerable insight into how teachers teach.
The psychology of teaching method is the subject of a National Society for the
Study of Education Yearbook (1976).

Most recently, coursework in teaching theory has begun to take note of the
research on schooling and especially research on teaching. Consequently,
teaching theory increasingly gives attention to topics such as teacher expectan-
cy (Brophy 1983), direct instruction (Good 1979; Rosenshine and Berliner
1978), large-group instruction (Medley 1977), and teacher clarity
(Cruickshank, Kennedy, Bush, and Myers 1979; Rosenshine and Furst 1971).

Learning Theory. Preservice students' exposure to le.:rning theory is
minimal in most teacher education curricula. When it is offered, it is usually
included as part of a course in general psychology or educational psychology
However, there are a number of models that present holistic conception's of
student learning in classroom settings. They include Bennett (1978), Bloc..qi
(1976), Bruner (1966), Glaser (1976), and Harnischfeger and Wiley (1976); anc
they are reviewed elsewhere (Haertel, Walberg, and Weinstein 1983). The
knowledge about learning and teaching contained in these writings fits com-
fortably into the learning theory requirement.

Conant (1963) argues that the content of teaching and learning theory and
general methods classes is basically the same as the content taught in courses in
general psychology and educational psychology, and he concludes that they
are "unnecessary duplication." His judgment of special methods courses is
equally negative. If particular knowledge or skills are needed, he feels, they
can best be learned as part of the practicum (p. 138). Also, Conant eschews
methods courses because there is no agreement on a common body of knowl-
edge that all teachers should have before taking their first full-time job
(p. :41).

The following suggestions arc offered to improve the teaching and learning
theory component of the preservice curriculum:

I. Sustained efforts should be undertaken to collect and codify teaching
and learning theory from a variety of sources. The result could be a manual
that provides concise but authoritative references for teacher educators (and
practicing teachers). Such a manual would be similar to the desk references
used by physicians and veterinarians.

2. In the interim, the content for teaching and learning theory courses
should he selected, to the extent possible, on the basis of empirically verified
findings, rather than on personal opinions or preferences.

3. I hose who teach special methods courses in their subject areas should
keep in mind the differences between general and special methods. Special
methods courses are designed to ensure that preservice teachers know the K-12
curriculum they will teach and the special approaches or alternative ways of
teaching it.

4. Agreement must be reached on the content of teaching and learning
theory courses in order to eliminate unnecessary duplication of topics.
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5. Greater attention should be given to teachers learning problem-solving
skills and the related theory in addressing classroom problems.

6. Whether learning theory is taught in educational psychology or in some

other course, it must be a highly visible component in the preservice profes-
sional curriculum.

7. Those who teach teaching and learning theory are the glue that holds
the professional program together. These persons, above all others, need a
broad understanding of the whole preservice curriculum and the role that
teaching and learning theory plays therein.

Laboratory, Clinical, and Practicum Experiences

A final component of professional studies consists of teaching experiences
in natural classrooms or in contrived settings. The purpose of these ex-
periences is to provide preservice teachers with work or worklike settings in
which they may study teaching and put to use what they already have learned
about teaching and learning. The field or school-based experiences include:
observations, where preservice teachers observe but do not themselves engage

in real teaching; part-ti ne participation, where engagement in real teaching is
limited to trying out selected teaching abilities (for example, leading a small-
group discussion) following procedures learned in teaching theory classes;

part-time apprenticeships, where preservice teachers learn by practical ex-
perience under the guidance of skilled teachers; and finally full-time practicum
or student teaching, where preservice teachers work in a classroom for an ex-

tended period of time and are expected to assume most, if not all, responsibili-

ty for teaching.
The contrived and scaled-down teaching experiences, undertaken on cam-

pus, include: peer teaching; mirror teaching, which merely is video recording

of peer teaching; and microteaching, which is video recording of teaching
peers any of 18 or more specific teaching skills (Allen and Ryan 1969). Other

experiences of thi type are simulations, where, for example, preservice
teachers take on the role of a teacher in order to resolve common teaching con-

cerns or problems (Cruickshank, Broadbent, and Bubb 1967; Cruickshank

1969); and Reflective Teaching, where preservice teachers teach brief, stan-

dardized lessons to peers, are given feedback by peers regarding their skill in
presenting the lessons, and then reflect on the teaching they have done
((ruickshank, Holton, Fay, Williams, Kennedy, Myers, and Hough 1981).
Still another type of si, iulated experience is the use of protocol materials,
where, for example, preservice teachers view a videotape of a significant event

in a classroom and then are provided with related theoretical knowledge that

illuminates the event (Smith et al. 1969). These various forms of on-campus
experience are discussed more fully in Part III.

Thus preservice teachers can have direct experience with reality in regular

classrooms, but they also can have direct experiences with models of reality in
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contrived, simulated settings. Both types of experiences can be categorized as

laboratory or clinical. Lindsey (1971) describes a laboratory experience as

a place for the systematic study of teaching a place where a student
may discover what teaching is and how the many and diverse variables in

a complex teaching-learning environment interact with each other. It is a
place where a prospective teacher may test his knowledge about teaching

and verify or modify his understanding of that knowledge. (p. 84)

Under Lindsey's definition, all of the school-based and on-campus activities
could quality as laboratory experiences. However, in practice, many fall short.
Student teaching is a good example. While it has the necessary conditions to
become a laboratory activity, it frequently is not, since student teachers are
not truly viewed and treated as students of teaching involved in discovering,
testing, reflecting, modifying, and so forth. Rather, too often student teaching
is characterized best as learning to cook at mother's side in the kitchen or
modeling the master.

Clinical experience is the term reserved for situations in which preservice
teachers actually analyze and treat learners in a manner similar to that of
physicians who diagnose and prescribe to patients. To be considered clinical
experience in preservice teaching, Mills (n.d.) requires that, among other
things, the activity must present a case or problem either simulated or real

that relates directly to school-aged children and youth; provide opportunity
for the preservice teacher to study and practice analytic, diagnostic, and
prescriptive skills; and provide systematic feedback to assist the preservice
teacher in developing and improving performance (p. 9).

Laboratory, clinical, and practicum experiences have been included in the
curriculum at least since the early nineteenth century. At the Normal School at
Lexington, Massachusetts, Peirce (1926) mentioned such experiences for his
preservice teachers:

by requiring my pupils to teach each other in my presence . . . and . . . by
means of the Model School, where under my supervision, the normal pu-
pils had an opportunity, both to prove and improve their skills in teaching
and managing schools. (pp. 279-280)

At about the same time, Edwards (1865) wrote:

Another essential requisite in a normal school is, that it gives its pupils an
opportunity of some kind of practice in teaching, under the supervision
and subject to the criticism of experienced and skillful instructor. This is
accomplished in various ways: by exercises in conducting the regular
classes of the Normal School; by classes of normal pupils assuming for
the tune the character of children and receiving instructions and answer-

ing questions as they think children would; and by a separate school of
children in which the novice is instructed with the charge of a class, either
permanently or for a stated period. (p. 280)
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More recently, laboratory, clinical, and practicum experiences have been
advocated by the Commission on Teacher Education (1946) and by Conant
(1963), who describes laboratory experience positively as follows:

Let me return now to the term "laboratory experience," which refers to
both the observation of children and the practical activity in the
classroom carried on in conjunction with professional instruction . . . it
seems clear that the future . . . teacher has much to learn that can be
learned only in the . . . classroom. . . I would argue that all education
courses for elementary teachers . . . be accompanied by "laboratory ex-
periences" prriiding for the observation and teaching of children. To
some extent limited use of film and television can take the place of direct
classroom observation. (p. 161)

Additionally, Conant recommends most emphatically that all elementary and
secondary teachers should engage in "practice teaching."

Clark, Snow, and Shavelson (1976) make a strong case for specific
laboratory experiences when they summarize three studies on learning to
teach.

Practice, by itself, did not enable teachers to increase student achieve-
ment. This finding indicates that teachers might profit from a process that
would enable them to observe more systematically the effects of their
teaching on students i.e., a training program that would help teachers
become researchers of their own teaching effectiveness. (p. 180)

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education teacher
education curriculum study (Scannell et al, 1983) supports laboratory, clinical,
and practicum experiences by calling for "a series of carefully designed and
supervised campus- and field-based experiences . . . conducted throughout the
period of professional study" (p. 15). The experiences should include "simula-
tions and other controlled situations, Microteaching, Reflective Teaching,
observation of teachers, and student teaching." Clearly, there seems to be no
lack of interest in and support for this preservice curriculum component,

Issues Related to Laboratory, Clinical, and Practicum Experiences

One of the issues associated with laboratory, clinical, and practicum ex-
periences is how they should be sequenced and how one relates to the other.
According to Nolan (1032).

Our failure to be cognizant of the distinction in terminology between ear-

ly professional laboratory experiences and practicum experiences . . . has

resulted in a professional viewpoint which secs the purpose of student
teaching as the development of teaching skills which were practiced
previously in earlier field experiences . . [whereas] the purpose of stu-
dent teaching [is] a continuation of the scientific inquiry, hypothesis
!csting and experimentation which were first practiced in the relatively
safe environment of early laboratory experiences. (p. 52)
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He argues, like Dewey (1904,, that laboratory experiences should occur before
student teaching, and that "they should be designed to foster reflective
criticism of the methods of instruction and the purposes of education and
enable th' preservice teacher to be a more thoughtful and alert student of
teaching" (p. 49). Therefore, "the apprenticeship" should occur only after
the preservice teacher has developed the methods of reflective inquiry. Nolan

would agree that more on-campus laboratory experiences, such as Reflective
Teaching, simulations, or protocol materials, are a necessary but missing link
between classroom theory and the practicum.

A related problem associated with laboratory, clinical, and practicum ex-
periences is the failure to make these experiences laboratory-like as defined by
Lindsey (1971). Lindsey's definition of laboratory experiences contained ex-
plicit concepts such as "systematic study of teaching," "discover . . . how the
many and diverse variables in a complex teaching-learning environment in-
teract," "testing and verifying knowledge of teaching," and so forth. It also
implied practice with feedback.

Howsam et al. (1976) address the concept of laboratory experiences in the
context of the teacher education classroom:

he teacher education classrooli iuld be a laboratory for the study and
development of teachirg kni .14e and skills. This laboratory should be
expanded to include instructional procedures such as microteaching,
simulation, modeling and demonstration. These procedures help Ltudents
to confront t controlled reality by concentrating on particular teaching-
learning behaviors until they attrin adequate levels of skills and con-
fidence. When students do encounter the complexity of a regular
classroom, they will have experienced a planned series of teaching acts in

nunimally threatening environment, with immediate feedback and ex-
perienced supersision (p. 93)

With both Lindsey and Howsam, we have operational definitions of what
ideal laboratory teaching expos iences should be like. In practice the real&
falls shot of the ideal.

A problem associated with clinical experience is the failure to pro }de such
opportunities. This is partly because the concept of clinical experiences is not
fully u. _1 erstood and partly t. ecause they require special settings and materials
and generous amounts of time.

In practice. there have been few opportunities for the preservice teacher in
the field or on campus actually to engage in diagnostic and prescriptive ac-
LI% irk., and to receive systematic feedback, which are the essence of the clinical

approach. Furthermore, clinical experience has not been a required part of
preset . ice programs for long, because teacher educators have tended to rely on
craft knowledge or common sense and on knowledge from such discipline., as
psychology- and sociology. Smith (1983) contends that reliance on academic
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knowledge for use in clinical situations is inadequate because we cannot
deduce effective teaching from what is gleaned from another discipline.
Rather, he argues that we must study effective teaching in its own right in
order to discover professional content that can be applied to clinical ex-
perience. The more we study teaching and learning in the classroom, the more
we will accumulate knowledge that has a direct relationship to teaching prac-
tice. Providing what Smith terms "clinical knowledge" may well be the im-
petus needed for improvement of clinical experiences.

Who controls field experiences has long been an issue in the preseryice cur-
riculum. The primary responsibility has tended to rest with the teacher educa-
tion programs in colleges and universities that have been approved by their
respective state departments of education. However, local school districts also
have vested interests since they provide the workplace. The issue of control
arises when the workplace is selected, cooperating teachers are chosen, the role
of the preservice teacher is defined, conferencing is done, and preservice
teachers arc evaluated.

A major problem associated with the practicum experience is enhancing its
image among teacher educators and academicians. As long as it continues to
be viewed simply as an apprenticeship, it will be shunned by those wilo view
their professional role as more important than just monitoring behavior. As
the practicum experience becomes more laboratory and clinically oriented, its
image probably will improve.

A further problem asco,:iated with practicum experiences nas been the
failure to ;e the research on teaching and school effectiveness. As the results
of such research accumulate and are validated, it is encumbent on practicum
supervisors to ensure that preservice teachers can apply what is known, for ex-
ample, about "clarity" (Cruickshank, Kennedy, Bush, and Myers 1979),
"time on task'' (Cal.:1 1963), "with-it-ness" kDunkin and Biddle 1974), and
so forth.

Some of the other continuing issues associated with field experiences are
suggested 1-.4 McIntyre (1983) in the form of he following questions:

I . What should be learned from field experience?
2. How valid are curreut types of field experiences? What effects

do they have?
3. What are the roles ant: relationships of preservice teachers,

cooperating teachers, and university supervisors? How can per-
sons be 'oche' prepared for these roles?

4. How should field experiences be structured?
5. How can field experiences be made more like laboratory ex-

periences in order to foster inquiry and reflection rather than
being merely an apprenticeship experience?

b. Acw should preservice teacher performance in the field be
evaluated?
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Suggestions for improving the laboratory, clinical, and practicum compo-
nent of the preservice curriculum are:

1. Obtain consensus regarding the outcomes of field experiences
(apprenticeships, observation, participation, practicum).

2. Determine to what extent the various field experiences are valid
for each outcome.

3. Gain consensus on the roles and relationships of persons in-
volved in field experiences,

4. Determine how best to prepare each subgroup for its role and
do so.

5. Gain consensus on how the variety of field experiences should
be structured and when they should be presented.

6. Investigate how pure field experiences can be transformed into
more professionally meaningful laboratory and clinical ex-
periences and do so.

7. Reach agreement on how preservice teachers should be
evaluated during field experiences.

8. Support the identification and verification of knowledge that
can be used to enhance clinical experience.

9. Obtain consensus regarding the outcomes of on-campus
laboratory experiences.

10. Determine to what extent different kinds of on-campus labora-
tory experiences simulations, microteaching, Reflective
Teaching are valid for each outcome.

II. Determine the place 'and sequence for on-campus laboratory
experiences.

i2. Support development and use of true forms of on-campus
laboratory experiences,

13, Obtain consensus on hoc' preservice teachers should be
evaluated during on-campus laboratory experiences.

Summary Recommendations
As this century draws to a close, it seems an appropriate time to think

about the current curriculum for educating teachers so that as issues and pro-
blems emerge recommendations ace forthcoming, So far, the curriculum and
the issues and problems attendant to it have been presented, Following are
some overall suggestions for action by interested parties in addition to those
noted throughout Part I.

I. A permanent national teacher education curriculum council should be
formed. 'This council should he nurtured by the National Association of State
Directors of Teacher Education and Certification (NASDTEC), since teacher
education is, by law, primarily a function of the states and NASDTEC
represents state education department program approval and certification
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agencies. Support for such a council should come initially from a foundation,
but the costs ultimately should be borne by the states through their education
departments. The council should represent all parties responsible for and in-
terested in teacher preparation including teacher organizations, colleges and
universities, local education agencies, teacher education associations, ac-
crediting and extraordinary approval agencies, the federal government, and
philanthropic foundations. The purpose of the council would be to ensure that
the curriculum for teacher education is valid. In so doing, it would address
general and specific issues and problems related to teacher preparation cur-
ricula and would commission inquiries arid papers; and it generally would act
as a force to better preservice programs.

2. The role of the teacher should be better defined so that the preservice
curriculum can be designed to prepare persons for that role. Role definitions
for a teacher are practically non-existent. NCATE Standards (1982) call for
role definitions, yet fail to provide one. With a precise description of what a
teacher does, a curriculum can be developed that is both efficient and effec-
tive.

3. The numerous teacher education curricula developed over the past cen-
tury should be identified, organized, analyzed, and presented in such a way
that they become a legacy from which to draw.

4. Teacher education scholars and organizations should give attention to
recurrent issues and problems in the teacher education curriculum in an et tort
to resolve them.

5. Teacher education institutions should take the initiative for continuing
reision of the curriculum, and not wait for intermittent accreditation or pro-
gram approval team visits to give impetus to change.

6. Models for teacher education curriculum development should be iden-
tified, organized, and presented in such a way that they become a resource
from which to draw.

7. Inquiry in teacher education should be encouraged and rewarded so
that an expanded knowledge base is available to undergird the teacher educa-

tion curriculum.
K. 11w concept of general education for teachers should be explored in

order to determine how and how well teachers currently are being educated.
9. Validated clinical knowledge about teaching and learning should be ag-

gregated in such a way that it can be made available to preservice teachers.
Such knowledge would he published in a manual or reference similar to the
desk references mailable to physicians and veterinarians. This manual or
reference would he a basic reference for preservice teachers.

10. The hest time sequence for the teacher education curriculum should be
determined by comparing results of its placement throughout a four-year pro-
gram. as an upper undergraduate level program, or as a graduate, fifth-year

program.
I I. A determination should he made as to what part of the curriculum can
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be best taught on campus and what can be best taught in the field.
12. Teacher educators should be required as part of their preparation to

study the whole of the teacher education curriculum and its attendant issues
and problems.
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Part II
Alternative Teacher
Education Curricula

Education is beyond repair! What is needed is radical reform. This reform is

to include the nature of the schooling process, the systems which control
educational policy, and the institutions which prepare persons to be teachers.

Smith, Cohen, and Pearl
Teachers for the Real World
1969, p. 9

Over the years the teacher education curriculum has changed both its
character and length. Samuel Hall, a Congregational minister who in 1830

hecame head of the normal department at Phillips Andover Academy, was
perhaps the first American to write about a curriculum for teachers. In his
Lectures to School-Masters on Teaching (1833), he advocates that teachers be

prepared in the "science of education" and stresses that they need to be

qualified in the management and government of a school; the teaching of

spelling, reading, arithmetic, geography, English grammar, writing, history,

and composition; how to gain the attention of students; and how to begin the

first day of school, among other qualifications.
The first normal school for teachers was established in Lexington,

Massachusetts, in 1839; and others were established soon thereafter in Barre
and Bridgewater, Massachusetts. The curriculum offered consisted of reading,

v, ruing, grammar, arithmetic, geography, spelling, composition, vocal music,

drawing, physiology, algebra, philosophy, methodology, and scriptural
reading (Gutek 1970, p. 135). In the Lexington Normal School the first prin-

cipal, Cyrus Peirce, taught 17 different subjects, supervised a model school of

30 pupils, served as demonstration teacher, developed professional materials,

and was the janitor.
Henry Barnard wrotemin 1851 that most teacher training institutions in
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Nlassachusetts lleted courses in algebra, geometry, astronomy, natural
philosophy, intellectual philosophy, natural history, English, English
literature, U.S. history, and historical geography.

Despite Samuel Hall's advocacy of a "science of education" in 1833, until
the 1870s the teacher preparation curriculum was oriented toward academic
subjects, which combined general education with academic content that the
prospective teacher ultimately would teach to pupils. However, there was a
gradual shift, toward education courses and pedagogy. By 1889, Monroe
(1952) noted that the typical teacher education curriculum consisted of history
of education, principles of teaching, methods in the elementary branches,
educational psychology, classroom management, and student teaching.

By 1900 many normal school curricula had been extended to two years and
training was available for secondary teachers as well. Gradually, most normal
schools evolved into teachers colleges with the transition almost complete by
1948-49. Over this period, programs lengthened from two to three to four
years, and a discernible curriculum pattern emerged consisting of a general
education component, a sequence of content courses that the teacher eventual-
ly would teach, a professional education component covering educational
foundations (philosohy, history, psychology), teaching and learning theory,
and campus- and field-based teaching experiences. This pattern persists today
even after the transformation of teachers colleges into multipurpose colleges
and universities.

Following World War 11, and particularly since the 1960s, a number of dif-
ferent ideas for teacher education emerged from a variety of sources, inc'uding
the federal government, private foundations, teacher education and teacher
associations, university teacher education units, and interested individuals. All
were efforts to ovt ;come the perceived shortcomings of the existing teacher
preparation curriculum.

Following is a truncated report on 22 proposals made over the past two
decades to reform or improve preservice and inservice education in the United
States. They have been aggregated here so that teacher educators might con-
sider how, if at all, they can strengthen the traditional curriculum pattern. The
list of proposal; is not complete by any means; it consists of those I refer to in
my own teaching and generally treats only the parts of these proposals that ad-
dress preservice curriculum.

1. A Harvard President's Curriculum for Teachers

Fortner Harvard President James Conant brought the problems of teacher
education to the attention of the literate public when his book, The Education
(,1 ..imencun Teachers- (1963), reached the best-seller list. Based on a two-year
study that took Conant and his staff to 77 colleges and state education offices,

the hook offered numerous recommendations to ;tate boards of education,
state legislatures. local school boards, teacher education institutions, and
voluntary accrediting agencies.
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In general, Conant suggests that each college or university preparing
teachers he permitted to develop whatever program of teacher education it
considers best, subject to just two conditions. First, the institution's president,
On behalf of the entire faculty, must certify that the candidate is adequately
prepared to teach on a specific level or in specific fields. Second, the institu-
tion, in conjunction with a public school, must establish a state-approved
student- teaching program.

Having said that, Conant gives considerable attention to the general,
specialized, and professional education requirements for a bachelor's degree.
In terms of general education, he advises that half the students' time for four
years be devoted to "broad academic education." This would include the con-
tinued study of subjects begun in secondary schools: literature, history,
government, mathematics, natural sciences, geography, art, and music. Those
subjects should be studied until the prospective teacher "has attained enough
competence to teach the subject to a 12th-grade average ...lass" (p. 94). He
adds courses in foreign language, English ("the nature of the language"),
philosophy, sociology, anthropology, economics, political science, and
psychology, the last six subjects to be taught at an introductory level. An il-
lustration of a 20-course, 60-semester-hour academic program is presented in
chapter 5 of his book (see Figure I on page 10). Clearly Conant, like Adler
(1982) and Silberman (1970), not only expects that teachers should be general-
ly well educated but also that such education must commence at least in secon-
dary school.

Regarding specialization, or preparation in depth in the subject to be
taught, Conant notes:

Only through pursuing a subject well beyond the introductory level can
the student gain a coherent picture of the subject, get a glimpse of the vast

reaches of knowledge, feel the cutting edge of disciplined training, and
discover the satisfactions of a scholarly habit of mind. (p. 106)

Relatedly, he proposes that prospective English, biology, or mathematics
teachers should complete a concentration of at least 12 courses, or somewhat
more than a full year of college, in their subject specialty.

When it comes to the question of professional courses in education, Con-
ant suggests four "components of a teacher's intellectual and emotional
equipment" plus student teaching. The first he calls the "democratic social
component" in which teachers must address the development of proper at-
titudes in pupils, for example, "future citizens whose actions will assure the
survival of our free society" (p. 114). The second component would address
soc:al behavior in which teachers would learn how social behavior emerges in
groups of k.hildren and would address such questions as "What kind of social
behavior do we want to develop?" The third component would focus on child
development more generally. Finally, preservice teachers would study prin-
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ciples of :caching. I his la:,t component v.ould focus on helping preservice
teachers to learn to do "what good schoolteachers do." These tasks include:
selecting and organizing instructional materials, presenting information in a

form understandable by the young, working with diverse pupils, maintaining
discipline, developing interests in fields of study, reporting to parents and the
community, and justifying or changing the school's efforts and curriculum,

More specifically, Conant proposes a model of 33 semester hours of
coursework for elementary preservice teachers including: child growth and
development; a course in history, philosophy, or sociology of education;
courses in teaching reading; workshops on the content and methods of
elementary school subjects; and year-long laboratory experiences and student
teaching. For secondary preservice teachers, generally, he advocates: educa-
tional psychology; philosophy, history, or sociology of education; and prac-
tice teaching and special methods.

According to Conant, "the one indisputably essential element in profes-
sional education is student teaching" (p. 142). All the rest, he says, should be
determined by the entire college or university faculty.

Overall, Conant's position includes a strong general education component,
a guarantee that teachers would thoroughly know the subj they are to
teach, and vastly improved student teaching. With regard to pedagogy he is
ambivalent, at one time denying its value and at another providing suggestions
for its improvement.

2. The TEAM Project: A Preservice Curriculum Drawing Ideas from
Researchers and Theoreticians

h 1964, and later in 1967, the American Association of Colleges for
leacher Education (AACTE) published two related documents with implica-
tions for the preservice teacher education curriculum. Both resulted from a

27-month, federally sponsored effort titled "A Project to Improve the Profes-
sional Sequence in Preservice Teacher Education Through the Selective and
Planned Use of New Media." The project became better known as the TEAM
Project ( leacher Education and Media).

rhe first document, referred to as the LaGrone report (1964), was an effort
by the project director Herbert LaGrone to present an outline fopreservice
professional content. After analyzing the factors related to learning, structure,
and media, LaGrone suggested five preservice course., with content of com-
mon salue to all teachers be offered:

I. Analytic Study of Teaching giving attention to developing a concept of
teaching, based on Smith and Fnnis (1961); knowing and being able to use

paradigms, models, or schema of teaching, based on Gage (1963) and Maccia
et al. (1963); knowing and being able to use four methods to analyze verbal
content within the classroom, based on Amidon and Flanders (1963), Bel lack
and 1)ak it!, (1963), Smith and Meux (1962), and Taba et al. (1964); knowing
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and being able to analyze nonverbal communication in the classroom, based
on Hall (1959) and Galloway (1962); assessing the social-emotional 'mate in
the classroom, based on Withal! (1949); studying the classroom group as a
social system, based on Getzels and The len (1960); and gaining knowledge of
the nature of leadership style, based on Jenkins (1960).

2. Structure and Uses of Knowledge giving attention to typical uses of
knowledge, based on Broudy et al. (1964); selecting and using content, based
on Hickey and Newton (1964); and understanding how coment can be learned
and taught, based on Bruner (1962), and so forth.

3. Concepts of Human Development and Learning giving attention to the
notion of structure of intellect, based on Guilford et al. (1961); 'gnitive
growth, based on Bruner (1964); concept formation, based on Woodruff
(1964, a and b); cognitive learning styles, based on Taba et al. (1964); inquiry
training, based on Suchman (1964); readiness and motivation, based on a
number of scholars; and evaluation of learning.

4. Designs for Teaching-Learning, a course intending to integrate and ap-
ply the information obtained in the first three courses, giving attention to
teaching strategies, based on Taba et al. (1964) and Smith and Meux (1962);
learning unit design, based on Woodruff (1964, a and b); formation of teach-
ing objectives, based on Bloom et al. (1956) and Mager (1962); instructional
systems, based on Lumsdaine (1964); and programmed instruction, based on
many sources.

5. Demonstration and Evaluation of Teaching Competencies giving atten-
tion to teacher behaviors related to teaching and learning; selecting and plan-
ning trial experiences followed by teaching and classroom problem solving
wherein the above teacher behaviors can he practiced and demonstrated;
theories of instruction and teaching, based on Maccia et al. (1963); and
analysis of educational issues.

The second document published three years later by the TEAM Project,
Conceptual Models in Teacher Education (Verduin 1967), contains presenta-
tions by leading education researchers and theoreticians, whose work influ-
enced the first TEAM document. This second document elaborates on the
suggestions for the five courses advocated by the first document.

Overall, the TEAM project gathered together some of the best thinking
available at the time that had possible consequences for preservice teacher
education. Somewhat technical in nature it was perhaps too difficult for many
practitioners to understand.

3. Teacher Corps: A Tea "her Curriculum Fostered by - Politically
Sensitive Federal Government

The T eacher Corps was funded under Title V of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 (P.L. 89-329) primarily to improve the quality of teachers for schools
in km-income urban and rural areas. President Lyndon Johnson, on a sur-
prise isit to the National Education Association's annual convention in
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Atlantic City on 2 July 1965, announced its inception, noting that the Teacher
Corps would:

enlist thousands of dedicated teachers to work alongside of local teachers
in the city slums and in areas of local poverty, . . , They will be young
people, preparing for teaching careers. They will be experienced teachers,

willing to give a year to the places in their country that need them the
most. (National Advisory Council 1975, p. 1)

Since Teacher Corps was an instrument of federal policy, it was politically
sensitive and subject to considerable swings in its recruitment policies and pro-
grams,

The first projects for preservice teachers . . consisted of about eight
weeks of training on teaching disadvantaged children . . . followed by an
internship consisting of aiding a teacher (60 percent of the intern's time);
taking college coursework (20 percent of the time); the remainder of the
intern's time was . . . spent on community projects. (National Advisory
C °tined 1985, p. 5)

However, with the surplus of teachers in the early Seventies, Teacher Corps
shifted its training emphasis from "young people preparing for teaching
careers" to staff development or retraining and further education of practic-
ing teachers.

0.cr the years, Teacher Corps has advocated a number of changes in
preservice teacher education. Many of these newer emphases were developed
tinder other federally sponsored teacher education projects, but they were
mandated to be implemented by funded Teacher Corps projects. They in-
cluded teaching the disadvantaged (both low-income and learning disabled),
recruitment of minority persons, competency-based teacher education, paren-
tal involvement, multicultural education, field-based teacher education, and

of "portal schools" where teachers could be gradually inducted into
classrooms.-- ---

As a consequence of Teacher Corps Tratrrirtg,--Teaclacps graduates
were juuged to be more effective with their pupils.

iht. Ace found to he superior in . . developing ethnically relevant cur-
ricula, thing community resources in teaching and initiating contact with
parent., bringing about changes in a child's self-concept. (National Ad-
%is(1 !, Council 1975, p. 15)

4. ETEM: A Federal') Sponsored Effort to Improve Elementary
Tea:her Education

In 1968 the c!.S. Office of Education embarked on a major project with
eral unisci sines and regional education laboratories to improve preservice

elementarN education. This project was known as the .1.'ompreiensive Elemen-

tary tcacticr Education Mock; (CETEN1).
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As a result of a national competition, federal monies were awarded to
Syracuse University, University of Pittsburgh, Florida State University,
University of Georgia, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Teachers
College Columbia University, University of Massachusetts, the Ohio consor-
tium through the University of Toledo, and Michigan State University. To be
a bidder in the competition, applicants had to indicate that their plan for
preservice elementary teacher education would meet the following re-
quiremeni.,, among others:

1. The goals or outcomes must be stated in terms of teacher competencies
(a portent of competency-based teacher education).

2. Selection criteria for entry into the preservice program must be explicit.
3. The professional education curriculum must be explicitly stated in terms

of the teacher compet&ncies.

4. The relationship between the professional education curriculum and the
rest of the undergraduate program and the graduates' inservice program must
be described.

5. Provisions must be made for follow-up studies of graduates.
An analysis of the professional education curriculum in the nine CETEM

programs (Cruickshank 1970) found them to contain the following com-
ponents:

I. Early awareness and engagement, intended to help prospective
teachers decide whether a career in teaching was for them

2. Study of classroom communication vsing observat*Inal
systems

3. Study of and practice in the technical skills of teaching using
microteaching

4. Study of teaching situations using simulation
5. Study of self and interpersonal relations using sensitivity

training
6. Child development
7. Human learning
K. Study of how knowledge is produced
9. Study of how to build a curriculum

10. Diagnosis of learning difficulties
11. Problem solving and decision making using simulation
12. School social and cultural dynamics
11. Evaluation
14. Educational technology
IS. Role theory
16. Methods of teaching

A second phase of the CFILM competition rculted in 34 bidders submit-
ting proposals to USOE, which required them:
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to describe . a model teacher training program based upon the
srecifications designed by one or more of the groups engaged in Phase 1.
The remainder of the design becomes the design for a feasibility study of
developiag, implementing and operation. (from the Request for Pro-
posals)

Unfortunately, because of an oversupply of elementary teachers in the
1970s, the federal government did not provide funds to implement any of the
CETEM programs. Still, the activities of CETEM phases one and two
generated by aggressive teacher education institutions did result in some new
formulations for the preservice curriculum.

5. Teachers for the Real World

In 1966 the U.S. Office of Education, under the National Defense Educa-
tion Act (NPEA) Title Xl, created the National Institute for Advanced Study
in Teaching Disadvantaged Youth. The institute's steering committee soon
turned its attention from its stated purpose of preparing teachers to serve
disadvantaged youth to one of prepariugtiichcrs in general. A compilation of
the committee's thinking and recommendations was published under the title
Teachers for the Real World (Smith, Cohen. and Pearl 1969).

In Teachers for the Real World, the committee advocated, in keeping with
federal policy at that time, the need to prepare teachers with a multicultural
point of view. Relatedly, it asked for more preservi e...temelteraPerience with
disadvantaged youth.Furthermur.ev mmittee advocated provision of ap-
propriate TheOielkal knowledge to help teachers analyze and understand such
new situations as life in inner-city classrooms; provision for training in selected
technical skills such as motivating, questioning, and reinforcing; provisions
for involvement in the school community; provision of counseling services for
preservice teachers; utilization of protocol materials; and creation and utiliza-
tion of .eacher training complexes."

1 he committee's proposed program for preservice teacher education has
three componems: theoretical, training, and teaching field.

I he theoretical comdonent, which occurs on campus, would help preser-
vice teachers to interpret and understand what is likely to happen in their
classrooms. fht., if conflict is an expected classroom occurrence, then
teachers would learn to iden:ify ii, understand its origin and nature, and thus
he in a het ter position to resolve it. To provide such preservice education re-
quires a serie.. of curriculum development activities. First, classroom events of
educational significance mast be identified. These might include classroom
transitions, alienated children, cheating, off-task behavior, or conflict. Sec-
ond, original records or protocols of the events must be. prepared. They could
he written, or side() or audiotaped. Third, the theoretical knowledge that
p.e,er. ice teachers need to know in order to analyze and understand the events
depicted in each protocol roust he accumulated, for example, the available
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knowledge about cheating behavior. Finally, preservice teachers are presented
with the protocol and the theoretical knowledge that will illuminate it.

Within the theoretical component, preservice teachers would be given
numerous protocols of educationally significant events, become aware of
theory that illuminates the events, and improve their ability subsequently to in-
terpret and perhaps resolve similar situations. Since not all theoretical
knowledge may be learned by analyzing protocols of classroom and school
life, there also would be courses wherein additional concepts from the social
and behavioral sciences could be learned systematically.

The second component, training, would occur in a public school. Preser-
vice teachers would learn and practice technical skills of teaching with live
pupils. Skills might include diagnosing pupil needs, working with different size
learning groups, using audiovisual and other technological equipment, and
evaluating pupil learning. Additionally, they would be helped with personal
professional problems and sensitized to their own feelings, attitudes, and prej-
udices. Novice teachers would begin working with small groups and gradually
take over the entire class.

The teaching field, or subject matter preparation, is the third component.
Included in this component are the teachers' subiect matter content courses,
general education, and "knowledge about knowledge." Suggestions are made
for improving both the content and instruction in this component.

Athiitirnal elements of the committee's proposed program are the rec-
ognition that preservice teachers must be allowed to develop a personally com-
fortable teaching style and to use that style to its best advantage, and that
preservice teachers should develop an understanding of the principles,
policies, and procedures of their organized profession.

A paid internship completes the curriculum.

6. An Investigative Reporter's Views on the Teacher Preparation
Curriculum

Charles Silberman was commissioned by the Carnegie Corporation Com-
nimion on the Education of Educators to undertake a three-year study of the
role of the unkersit!, 4ducating educators. His report, Crisis in the
(lassmcm (1970), actually concentrates on problems that beset American
education generally, but three of his chapters do deal specifically with teacher
education.

Among Silberman', exhortations with irprilicatious for the teacher prepara-
tion curriulum are the following:

ventral task or teachet education . . I% to pros.ide teacher% with a

of pulp )%e. with d philosophy of education. This mean,
ae% eloping teak her.' abilit!, and desire to think %eriuu,b,, deeply and eon-

muothh. about the purpow% and consequence, of what they do. (p. 472)

I he need knowledge about knowledge, about the ramification, of the
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subject or subjects they teach, about how those sublects relate to other
subjects and to knowledge and life in general. (p. 489)

Silberman argues that teachers must become students of teaching more
than being merely skillful at teaching a discipline. Unless a teacher is also a stu-
dent of teaching, "he cannot grow as a teacher" (p. 472). Teachers need in-
sights into their purposes as teachers and how these purposes relate to the
school as a social setting, to the values of the local community, and to society
in general. Teachers must understand human growth and development, and
the nature of mind and thought. Teachers must gain mastery of subject matter
in order to provide "a. solid foundation and the knowledge of how to learn
whatever else he needs to know as he goes along" (p. 491).

Silberman also makes a case for the foundation areas in education.
Teachers need to study history and philosophy of education because "they
ra..,e continually the sorts of questions that concern the larger goals, setting,
and meaning of educational practice" (p. 492, quoting Scheffler 1968). And
"the study of psychology, sociology and anthropology also deserve a central
place in teacher education" (p. 493), as do the psychology of learning and
cognition, dynamics of group behavior, and the sociology and anthropology
of the school and community.

With regard to helping teachers understand themselves, Silberman notes:

a growing number of educationists . . . are turning to "sensitivity train-
ing" as a means of giving . teachers a greer awareness of themselves
and of others. (p. 499)

He devotes a full chapter of his book to the liberal education of teachers
one that equips teachers to ask why, and to think seriously and deeply about
what they are doing.

Crisis in the Classroom, like Conant's The Education of American
Teachers, was a best seller and brought the issues and problems of the teacher
education curriculum to the attention of the general public.

7. Impact of Research on Teaching on the Teacher Education
Curriculum

During the 1970s there was a renewed interest among researchers in study-
ing life in elw %rooms in order to understand what constitutes teacher effec-
tiv eness. Such knowledge could be used to develop a curriculum for a
pertortuancebased education of teachers. The movement gained momentum
following the release of a study by Rosenshine (1971) and a related writing by
Rosenshine and furst (1971). These two sources contain reviews of 50 studies
of teaching that attempt to identify relationships between "process variables,"
that is, teacher classroom behas tors, and a "product variable," that is, stu-
dent actin.s%ernent. Rosenshine's controversial analysis (see Heath and Nielson
192 suggests Ilse process variables (clarity, variability, enthusiasm, task-
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oriented of businesslike behas tot, and student opportunity to learn criterion
material) and has good research support and promise for further study.

Dunkin and Biddle, in their milestone book A Study of Teaching (1974),
review clusters of studies that focus on a common dimension of teacher
behav ior such as "teacher talk" or on some classroom phenomenon such as
"classroom management and control." The authors present relatcd findings
with implications both for teachers and for researchers. Overall, they caution:

Most findings . . must presently be presumed tentative because we are

not sure how strong they are, because we do not know whether they are
independent of other effects, or because they have not yet been validated
experimentally. . . . This does not 'mean that findings in this field are in-
salid. On the contrary, we suspect that the majority will be confirmed in
subsequent research. (pp. 359, 361)

A third res less of research on teacher effectiveness was done by
Cruickshank (1976). He reports that although some effective teacher
behaviors are alike across content and grade levels, others seem to be dif-
ferent. tor esaninle, a highly effective pattern for teaching second-grade
reading includes: I) use of small -group instruction, 2) use of a variety of in-
structional materials, 3) constant teacher monitoring and provision of correc-
tive feedback, and 4) ability of the teacher to maximize direct instructional
time in a reading group while maintaining a high level of interaction with
students not in the group. On the other hand, effective teachers of fifth-grade
leading I) spend considerable time discussing, explaining, questioning, and
generally stimulating cognitive processes; 2) provide considerable independent
work; and 3) use a variety of instructional techniques.

Generally, the federally sponsored research reviewed by Cruickshank
prompts him to believe that the teacher education curriculum must be special-

ized, at least in part, in order to prepare teachers to be effective at a particular
grade level and with the particular discipline of instruction. This finding pro-
vides support that special methods classes indeed are necessary, but that much
more attention should be given to the nature of their content.

Soar and Soar (1976) review four of their studies in an effort to identify
consistent findings useful to teacher educators. In three of the studies, there is

esidence of a relationship between classroom emotional climate and student
achievement (negative affect was related to negative gain). A second finding is

that closely structured learning activities (greater teacher directness) are
related to loss cognitive level learning outcomes, while teacher indirectness was
related to grow th in higher level cognitive activities, for example, creativity.
I hus. the Soars conclude that a simple case cannot be made for getting
te,icheis to te,ich either directly or indirectly.. third finding relates somewhat
to the second in that more learning occurs when an intermediate amount of
teacher directness is present. Too little or too much is not promising. Conse-
quentiv. w hen teacher behaviors are identified that are related to student gain,

u
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we need to know what constitutes an optimum amount of that behavior. A
fourth related finding supports the idea that greater amounts of pupil freedom
are functional for abstract learning tasks. The implication may be that dif-
ferent kinds of achievement outcomes require very different teaching styles
(see Powell 1978). One final finding is that the pupil characteristic that most
often makes a difference in the way teacher behavior is related to achievement
gain is the pupil's socioeconomic status.

Soar's major conclusion is that it is important for teachers to recognize dif-
ferences in the cognitive level of a learning objective being s )ught and to pro-
vide teacher directness or indirectness, whichever the objective calls for, in the
optimum amount.

Medley (1977) presents 613 findings from 14 studies that met stringent
criteria for inclusion in his review of research. C'inerally, he reports that a
competent teacher of subject matter is likely to bt developing positive at-
titudes about school as well and that teachers who produce maximum achieve-
ment gains are also likely to improve student self-concer t the most. He found
that there is relatively little difference in the behavior o- effective teachers of
reading and arithmetic in grade three or below and that patterrs of teachers ef-
fective with low socioeconomic pupils may differ consiierably from those of
teachers effective with high socioeconomic pupils. Medley stresses the impor-
tance of how teachers use pupil time. He notes that in the :neffective teacher's
class the time spent on academic activities is lowest, that there is the most in-
dependent and small-group activity, and that the class spends the least time
organized into one large group.

Rosenshine and Berliner's review of research (1978) led them to believe that
a powerful variable that affects student learning is "academic engaged time,"
the time that a student spends on academically relevant material of a moderate
level of difficulty. Relatedly, they believe that teacher use of "direct instruc-
tion" increases academic engaged time. Direct instruction operationally is
defined as making goals clear to pupils, allotting sufficient and continuous
nme for instruction, monitoring pupil progress, asking lower level questions,
asking question. that produce mostly correct responses, providing immediate
feedback, controlling the instructional goals, and teachers choosing the learn-
ing materials and pacing the lessons

Powell (1978) reiews seeral studies and concludes that the effective
behaviors of teachers vary depending on what is to be learned. For example,
the teaching behaviors related to mastery of reading and arithmetic are dif-
ferent from behaviors related to teaching problem-solving skills or guiding in-
dependent student work. Relatedly, teacher behaviors related to achievement
in grade two and grade five differ fur reading and arithmetic. Also, the context
of the teaching setting is an important factor. For example, the socioeconomic
status of the school community seems to require different teacher behaviors.
In addition to her admonition about the need for "different strokes for dif-
ferent folks," she notes. as did Rosenshine and Berliner, that a cluster of
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direct teach...r hehavicrs direct instruction works best when teaching the
basic skills of reading and arithmetic in the elementary grades.

The implication for the teacher education curriculum is that since no one
pattern o: duster of behaviors will be effective in all instances (all subjects, all
grade leek, all pupils), teachers need to learn to use a variety of patterns or
clusters of behavior; but all teachers need to be masters of direct instruction
for teaching basic cognitive skills.

Good (1983), at the outset of his review, warns that:

the application of research findings calls for decision making and a
careful analysis of leacher context and instructional goals; not blind ap-

plication. (p. 7)

Then he examines and discusses four promising research areas that have im-
plicaticns for the teacher preparation curriculum: time utilization, class-
room management, teacher expectations, and teacher e:fectiveness research
generally.

Regarding time usage, Good notes that measures of academic learning time
con istently relate positively to pupil achievement, but that the relationship "is
not a'vtays Substantial." However, this relationship may merely suggest that:

the teacher possesses minimal managerial skills, the teacher has

negotiated solve complianLe with students, there is an apparent agreed
upon iiection and purpose in the class, and at least m me of the time
students reflect upon assigned work. (p. 13)

What researchers and teacher educators must address oes;des the quantity of
engaged learning time is the quality of the time expenditure. For example,
what kinds of instruction get diverse students interested in diverse learning
tasks.

Regarding classroom management, Good, as does Dunkin and Biddle
(1974), sees much to recommend in the work of Kounin (1970), who found
that good classroom managers use techniques that prevent misbehavior. These
techniques include with-it-ness, momentum, alerting, and overlapping. Good
also notes a study by Emmer et al. (1980), which found that effective
classroom managers of grade three were superior because their rules, pro-
cedures, and expectations of pupil conduct were clear, and there was a com-
mitment to teach the management system to pupils. Relatedly, Good reports
that 1-%ertson and Anderson (1979) found duo better managers carefully
monitored pupil behavior and dealt with misbehavior more quickly.

Regarding teacher expectations, Good points out that teachers should
know that the) frequent ly differentiate their behavior toward pupils perceived
as high or low achieers, that their expectations are communicated in a variety

of ways, that they can expect too much or too little, and that they sometimes

treat pupils too much alike.
Regarding ti defier effectiseness, Good notes that in his studies of teaching
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arithmetic in fourth grade and in the junior high school he found "active
teaching" was important. Active teaching requires teachers to he more active
in presenting and explaining the meanings of concepts, to provide appropriate
practice, and to monitor practice Prior to assigning seatwork. Active teachers
seek to confirm that students understand, a finding reported also by research-
ers on teacher clarity (Cruickshank, Kennedy, Bust-, and Myers 1979; Hines
1981).

Other teacher effectiveness literature that has implications for the teacher
preparation curriculum includes: Borich (1979), Brophy (1T/9), Doyle (1979,
1983), Gage (1978), Griffin (1983), and Stallings (1982, 1983).

8. reacher Education in Ohio: A State Takes Its Pulse

In 1972 the Commission on Public School Personnel Policies in Ohio
distributed Realities and Revolution in Teacher Education, in which the defi-
ciencies of teacher education in that Midwestern state were enumerated and
the impediments to progress cited. According to the report, the curriculum in
teacher education was not working because: 1) what was taught had little
transfer to the realities of classroom practice, 2) much of what was taught
could be better learned in schools, 3) too much was expected in too little time,
and 4) Ohio teacher education institutions taught about teaching but gave little
opportunity to practice what was learned.

Calling for widespread changes, including a five-year preparation program,
the commission recommended the new curriculum attend to giving preservice
teachers: 1) command of theory- :r.1 knowledge about learning and human
behavior, 2) control of technical skills that appear to facilitate student learn-
ing, 3) control over the subject matter to be taught, and 4) help in developing
attitudes that foster learning and genuine human relationships. The co.nmis-
sion also advocated a carefully sequenced program of professional on-campus
and field-based clinical and laboratory experiences. The learning experiences
would include focused observation, teacher aide experience, tutoring, simula-
tions, microteaching, student teaching, and comi, inity projects. Overall, the
report presents a rich array of ideas, some old and some new, for curriculum
ipt oL ement

9. -reacher Education for Community Building: Power to the People

he Study Commission on Undergraduate Education and the Education of
eachers was established by the U.S. Office of Education in 1972 to be a voice

for the poor, powerless, and oppressed. The Study Commission, which func-
tioned from 1972 to 1976, was made up of more than 50 persons representing
stakeholders in undergraduate teacher education. Its major publications were
leacher Education in the United States: The Responsibility Gap (1976), The
University Can't Train Teachers (Olson, Freeman, Bowman, and Pieper
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1972), and Education Mr /984 and After (Olson, Freeman, and Bowman
1972).

Among the major general premises guiding the work of the Study Commis-
sion were that: 1) local control of education and teacher education is highly
desirable, esen necessary, 2) teacher training should mostly take place in the
field in community-controlled schools, 3) education and teacher education
must recognize and support cultural pluralism (see section on Multicultural
Teacher Education), and 4) teacher training should use a diversity of curricula
and methods.

Among the suggestions and recommendations related to the preservice cur-
riculum in the final report, The Responsibility Gap, are that: 1) preservice
teachers should have experiences in local communities; 2) the teacher educa-
tion curriculum should concentrate more on skills and competencies, sym-
pathy for and understanding of children, and ability to work successfully with
others; 3) programs should produce teachers who can work effectively in both
classroom um/ community; 4) the curriculum must prepare teachers for com-
munity helping and community building; and 5) the curriculum should offer
the preservice teachers "a perspective which might encourage them to change
something" and insights "needed to make education serve the int 'rests and
stirs 'sal needs of a child's class, culture and person."

The Study Commission's strong commitment to the concept of school-
based teacher education is epitomized in the following statement from The
University can't Train Teachers:

he professional aspect of the training of teachers needs to he centered in
the schools and controlled by them as a "technical training" comparable
in softie ways to industrial training. The role of higher education in the
edih.ation of teachers may he to pros id' a good general or liberal educa-
tion in the first three years of college. School-based professional training
'should be offered in the fourth and nossibly fifth years. . . School-

based professional training should include a strong component of
teaching by the community, and control by parents and students. It

should re, oect the lifestyle, salue system, language and expressive system

'he culture in which the school which pros ides training is located: both
uainees and the lift training faculty should respond to these

uliure aspects. t p. sit

I he ork of the Study Commission reflects the social unrest in America in
the I tillOs and 1970s. Such concerns were recognized by persons in teacher
eduk.-. non, but whether this recognition was sufficient is another matter. With
the shot: tall in federal and state funds to support teacher education, the con-
cept of "teacher as community buil&r" seems to have been displaced by more
recent economic and political challenges.

10. Pro;noting Cultural Pluralism: Multicultural Teacher Education

I he 1960s and 1970s in America was a period of social and political fer-
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incur. 1 his was the tune nt "movements" to elevate the status of blacks,
Chicanos, native Americans, women, homosexuals, and the handicapped. The
mood of the times was thy.t everyone matters, everyone counts! Among these
various movements was one aimed primarily at the education establishment;
this was multicultural education, which was intended to enhance the self-
concepts of all minority children in America's classrooms by establishing that
their cultures are worthy and, in fact, exemplary. It also intended to inform
majority children that minorities had made significant contributions to
American life.

Multicultural education recognizes cultural diversity as a fact of life in
American Society, and it affirms that this cultural diversity is a valuable
resource that should be preserved and extended. ("No One Model
American" 1973, p. 2M)

The long-range outcome would be the positive transformation of adult at-
titudes toward minorities by members of the dominant culture. Thus, the im-
mediate task for teachers was to teach all children to know and respect all
Americans. The impact of the movement on public school education was
broad. Among other things, schools were urged to:

I. Examine texts for evidence of racism, classism, and sexism,
-. Develop new curricula providing opportunities to learn about

and interact with a variety of cultural groups,
3. Organize the curriculum around universal human concerns that

bring cultural perspectives to bear on issues,
4. Create school environments that radiate cultural diversity,
5. Recognize, accept, and use bilingualism as a positive contribu-

tion,

'The multicultural movement has also had a considerable impact on teacher
education. For example, the most recent NCATE Standards (1982) require
that:

the institution provides for multicultural education in its teacher ed-
ucation curricula, including both the general and professional studies
components. (p. 14)

N(A TI suggests that the multicultural education of teachers include ex-
pwences tot preserice teachers that:

f I I promote analytical and evaluative abilities to confront issues such as

paNicipatory democracy, racism and sexism and parity of power: (2)
develop skills for values clarification including the study of the manifest
and latent transtmwoth of values; (3) examine the dynamics of diverse
k 'dimes and the implications 'or developing teaching strategies: and (4)
examine linguistic variations and diver .e learning styles as a basis for the
dccloment of appropriate teaching strategies. (p. 14)
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In addition, the Philosophy of Education Society has also supported "selected
and appropriate elements related to multicultural education . . . in teacher
education programs" (Philosophy of Education Society 1980).

Other contributions to the multicultural teacher education movement in-
clude: publication by the AACTE Commission on Multiculti. cal Education
and the Committee on Performance-Based Teacher Education of the book,
Multicultural Education Through Competency-Based Educa. ion (Hunter
1974); establishment of the AACTE Ethnic Heritage Center or Teacher
Education with sup, from Title IX of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act; and of various states' teacher education standards.
For example, Ohio now calls for the teacher education curriculum to giveat-
tent ion to:

human relationships related to both teaching in a culturally pluralistic
society and working with students regardless of race, political affiliation,
religion, age, sex, socioeconomic status or exceptionality. (Ohio Depart-
ment of Lducation 1975, p. 4)

the Leacher Corps and the Higher Education Act of 1965 have also promoted
acceptance 01 cultural diversity.

Arciniega (1977) has offered teacher educators a profile of an ideal teacher
of multicultural education. Among other things, he calls for preparing
teachers who believe cultural diversity is worthy, who have a commitment to
enhancing the minority child's self-image, who have confidence in culturally
different children's ability to learn, who possess knowledge of culturally and
linguistically different children, who have literacy in a minority language or
dialect, who hale skill in successful approaches to teaching culturally different
sttPienls, and who are willink; to participate in minority community activities.

Many colleges and universities report that they now include multicultural
education in the pt eseo, ice curriculum (Commission on Multicultural Educa-
tion 1978). On the other hand, Banks (1977) has noted:

1 here has been little calm and serious public debate concerning multi-
ethnic education among educators. Why? 1 here is certainly no laLk of di.

set gent . . 1 he answer hes . . . in the explosiveness of the topic.

I he ethnic studies mo%ement was born in the midst of a highly polit relied

and radKally tense period. Scholars and educators have allowed strong
emotions to osersshelm them in discussions of ethnicity and schooling.

(OS)

11. teaching as Helping Through Artistry

1 he l!.)od teacher is 1104 one who behases in a gisen way. He is an artist,

ettectise growth in students. to accomplish this he
inn,t use methods appropriate to the complex circumstances he is in-
soised m. His methods must it the goals he seeks, the children he is
ss ;Irking Null, the philo.ophy he is guided by. (Combs et al. 1974, p. 7)
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In the Sixties and Seventies, Arthu.- Combs and others at the universities of
Florida, Northern Colorado, and Massachusetts advocated a highly personal,
idiosyncratic view of teaching. They shunned the view that good teachers are
somehow alike, contrary to what researchers teaching have attempted to
prove.

i he good teacher is no carbon copy but possesses something intensely and

personally his own. Artists sometimes call this "the discovery of one's
personal idiom." The good teacher has found ways of using himself, his
talents, and his surroundings in a fashion that aids both his students and
himself to achieve satisfaction. (Combs et vl., p. 8)

Thus Combs defines the effective teacher:

ts a unique human being who has learned to use himself effectively and
efficiently to carry out his own and society's purposes in the education of
others. (Combs et al., p. 8)

For Combs and his associates the task of the teacher education curriculum is
to assist the preservice teacher in "becoming," that is, learning how to use
one's "self-as-instrument."

Advocates of the self-as-instrument point of view eschew stimulus-response

psychology and psychoanalytic theories because they lead to mechanistic and
atomistic ways of working with persons. Rather, they embrace what is called a

"Third Force" psychology, which regards humans, not as things to be
manipulated and molded, but as organisms in Ilk process of self-development
and becoming. Third Force psychologists, more specifically perceptual
psychologists, argue that behavior is a function of perception, that is, how one
sees oneself and sees situations in which he is involved. Third Force
psychologists believe that a good teacher education should be concerned
primarily with helping preservice teachers to be in touch with themselves
their feelings, attitudes, and beliefs about subject matter, people, and pur-
poses of learning. It would:

help each student find the methods best sins to hint, to his purposes, nis
task, and the peculiar populations and pro.eins with which he must deal
on the lob. (c. ombs et al., p. 26)

A preser% ice teacher education curriculum based on the self-as-instrument
concept would insolse students in continuous exploration of self and others,
ideas and purposes, as they relate to problems of the classroom. This on-going
esplotanon would include learning experiences that confront preservice
teacher, with professional problems and engage them in personal decision
making to find solutions (Combs 1978, p. 560). Personal discovery would be
enhanced through counseling, group experiences, sensitivity training, and
other awareness techniques.

In the I 970. the University- of Florida initiated such a prewrviee teacher
education program with Combs as it t chitect. The program centers on three
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kinds (il experiences: I) field experiences that provide early and continuous ex-
posure to children and youth in natural classrooms and in the community;
2) substantive panels that offer broad exposure to ideas through individual
and group study and interaction with faculty spOcialists; and 3) the seminar, in
which a stable, base group explores the personl meaning of experiences en-
countered during the process of becoming a teacher.

The University of Florida's field experience program begins with the
preservice teacher working with one or a few children for four hours a week
and continues or at least four quarters, with increasing responsibility until
finally the novice assumes the role of a full-time teacher. Throughout their
%al-led field experiences, preservice teachers are exposed to different types of
teaching and classroom organization, interact with varied types of students of
different ages, and experience life in the community. The field experiences
serse as the vehicle for learning about and confronting real problems, student
disersity, and teaching diversity; provide a place where strengths and weak-
nesses become known; and offer a setting where preservice teachers can try out

their capacities to cope,
Substantise panels are intended to expose preservice teachers to profes-

sional ideas. A panel, staffed by regular faculty, provides sessions that
stimulate the preservice students to think about professional informatio and
technique in their special areas of interest. The panels begin with orientation
sessions that explain how students can proceed to study in their area and are
followed with optional small group meetings and scheduled individual con-
ferences. Then students, either independently or in small groups, develop
work contracts that are negotiated with the faculty.

The seminar serves as the home base for 30 preservice teachers and one
faculty member. The primary purpose of the seminars is to create a setting
wherein students can discover personal meaning through the (.eas and ex-
periences to v. Inch they have been recently exposed.

Throughout the 11orida program, experiential learning is emphasized.
Teacher education faculty arc not so much teachers as counselors, %killed in
helping each student find out how best to become a unique helper of children
and a clas.room artist. What distinguishes the pre.ervice teacher education
to( in ulated b Combs and his associates is its greater attention to ha w the cur-
riculum should be presented,

12. Performance/Competency-Based Teacher Education

Pei tormance or competent} -based teacher education (CITE) was a major
national et tort at curriculum reform, v4hich had its origins in the Comprehen-
.Re E lementary Teacher Education Model ((TIENT) with support from the

ducational I esting Sr e. ice National Commission 0.1 PeJormance-(iased
I-d(ication (McDonald I974) and the AACTE Committee on Performance-
lia,ed I klus:ation (1974). Among other things. this was an effort to base the
teaLho preparation curriculum on specific teaching competencies.
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LNekerill ways It kill Ily WI! these competencies were proposed: I) they
could he gleaned from research on those teaching abilities that are related to
pupil achievement; 2) they could be provided by experienced educators judged
to he experts; 3) they could be derived from polls of stakeholders in education;
4 they could he culled from the literature, for example, CETEM programs;
5) they could he extracted from different teacher roles such as those described
by Joyce and Weil (1972); and 6) they could result from task analyses of teach-
ing at different levels and in different curriculum areas. All of these approaches
nave been used, resulting in numerous competency lists, for example, Florida
Cuialoe of leacher C'ompetenc'ies (Dodl et al.- 1972) and Generic Teaching
Cimipetencies (Pennsylvania Department of Education 1973).

Once identified and agreed upon, the competencies are stated in terms of
observable teacher behaviors. Then curriculum moterials or learning modules
sire developed. An example of such modules is the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education's Handbook for the Development of Pro-
1, .+Ional Vocational Teacher Education Modules 097.4, which includes per-
norm:ince ohiectives; references, equipment, and materials needed; alternate
lear lung experiences; and supplements (see Houston 1972). Through the u_se of

such modules, rt: preservice teacher is expected to be able to perform one or
more compet erieleS.

1 he broad categories of competencies included in the moduks cover such
assessing and evaluating student behavior, planning instruction, im-

plementing instruction, performing administrative duties, communicating ver-
bally and nuns erhally , developing personal skills, and developing pupil self
(Dodl et al. 19-2, p.

With its emphasis on identifying and gaining consensus on requisite teacher
.ompeteikIviss the (.131 num einem was a major influence on presery ice cur-

tdunt development and later provided the impetus for the teacher competen-
0 testing movement.

13. Personalizing Teacher Education (PTE1

I he late I rankx\ i tiller and others an the Research and Des el rpment center
ton I ea, tier 1-dirk:anon at the University of Texas believed that the traditional
pi kiwi +tsc ,urmiculunl was not in harmony with the psychological needs of

e students tiller and Boss n 1975). Her explanation for why preser-
students frequently complain that education courses are not relevant is

than they prollably are not ready to benefit from them. Her research supports
that ,ondusion.

I it ,o she sondus ted a survey of studies dealing with the problems of preser-
.1. beeminn,g tca,liers. lien culk.hisions from that survey were that:

kilo is /hal ft:a...hers .ire orni..crried about :lass ion
; .it.. Ii; !tic!! os II ..onierit adNit.I.A, about the situations in
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rcit:h find allow cvaluanoris h!, their supervisors, by their pupils. (Fuller
1969. p. 216)

Fuller contended that the survey findings make it clear that preservice
students' cor erns are not what are commonly included in education curses,
such as instructional design, methods of teaching, assessment of learning,
child development, and so forth.

Next Fuller set out to identify the concerns of student teachers by involving
them in small-group sessions led by counseling psychologists. The sessions
were tape recorded. Analysis of the statements made by the student teach s
indicated that:

concern with the parameters of the new school situation and with
discipline were . . the most frequently mentioned topics during the early
weeks. Concern with pupils and pupil learning was more frequent during
later weeks. . . . On the one hand was concern with self, i.e., concern
with selFprotection and self-adequacy: with class control, subject matter
adequacy, finding a place in the power structure of the school and
understanding expectations of supervisors, principal and parents. On the
other hand was concern with pupils: with their learning, their progress
and with ways in which the teacher could implement this progress. (p.
2111

Fuller followed up her initial research by involving 29 student teachers in
informal post-luncheon discussions with a counseling psychologist.
Periodically they were asked to respond in writing to the question, "What are
you concerned about now?" Fuller's analysis of the responses supported her
earlier findings, that is, that student teachers are mostly concerned with selves

"where they stood" and "how adequate they were."
In order to answer the question, "Do self concerns persist?" Fuller re-

viewed studies of perceived problems of experienced teachers. She again cc n-
eluded (despite some contradictory evidence) that early concerns seem to be
concerns with self, while later concerns teem to be concerns about pupils.

As a result of her research, Fuller formulated a three-phase developmental
model of teacher concerns: I) Pre-teaching phase non-concern with
teaching problems; 2) Early teaching phase concern with self; 3) Later
teaching phase concerns with pupils.

As a consequence of her work, Fuller and her assocates advocated a Per-
sonallied Teacher Education program (Fuller 1974), the curriculum for which
would he sequential in terms of personal-professional development, that is,
starting with concerns about self, then moving on to concerns about the
reaching task and concerns ab it benefits to pupils.

Implementing PTE requires collecting considerable personal information
about preservice students, using self-reports, psychological instruments, and
seltohseryations involving videotaping. Once the information is collected, it is
presented to the student in such a way that the student can observe discrepan-
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cies between self-perceptions, observation of actual behavior, and some stan-
dard of performance. The intent always is to use the information to move the
student toward the higher phase of teaching concerns, that is, concern for
pupils. Thus the ultimate goal of PTE is to give prospective teachers a per-
sonalized education themselves, so they in turn can provide one for their
pupils.

14. The Teacher as Actor: Teacher Education as Role Acquisition

Robert Travers suggests that it is not enough for preservice students to
know what roles and abilities they must acquire in order to become effective
classroom performers. They must also learn how to acquire those roles and
abilities. In his writings (Travers 1975; Travers and Dillon 1975), he turns to
the theater and the work of the famous Russian director Stanislayski, the
founder of method acting, since he feels that "those who know most about
techniques for learning roles are those concerned with teaching in the theatre
arts." Stanislayski's work appealed to Travers because it called for the actor
to become totally immersed in a role rather than merely saying the correct
words and performing required actions. Stanislayski, says Travers, was "ap-
palled by what he saw [among actors] as striving for surface polish and surface
technical perfection." Acting must be authentic rather than mechanical. To
play the role of Julius Caesar, the actor has to become the living reincarnation
(,f Caesar. He must embrace all of Caesar's feelings and beliefs. Similarly, to
be an effective teacher, the preservice student has to become completely im-
mersed in that role.

To immerse preservice students in the role of effective teacher, Travers bor-
rows five procedures from Stanislayski: 1) studying the role, 2) searching for
material through which the role can be achieved, 3) searching for role sources
within the individual, 4) preparing to enter the classroom, and 5) searching for
creative ways to keep the role alive.

Studying the Role. Preservice students first have to understand what roles
and abilities they must acquire in order to become effective teachers, Travers is
critical if the customary practice of sending students into natural classrooms
to observe teachers because the role model they observe may be a negative one,
for example, the teacher as an authoritarian, Instead, he proposes using film
Of effectise teachers demonstrating the roles and abilities that contribute to
their effectiveness. Ily dewing and analyzing such films, the preservice student
..an then speculate as to how effective teachers might both feel and function in
a range of classrao. 'situations beyond those illustrated in the film. Thus the
preservice student sees the effective teacher in a specific circumstance,
analyses w by the performance is effective cognitively anu affectively and
speculates how an effective teacher would behave under numerous other cir-
cumstances.

Searchinv, for Material Through Which the Role Can be Achieved. Preser-
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%Ice studs nt% lutist he exposed to exemplars of effective teaching both to study

and as a source of ideas. However, they must be warned against attempting to
copy the role modeled by a particular teacher. Rather, they must learn how to
formulate significant questions about teachers, understand the nature of
teaching, know the problems involved, and discover some of the techniques
and resources that can be adapted from exemplary teachers to make them their
own.

Besides studying models of exemplary teachers, preservice teachers also
must lea n the subject matter they are to teach and ways that it can be taught.
All this must be done in relationship to their personalized, authentic concept
of role. Thus their concept of role will determine the way preservice students
will teach and, to some extent, the content of instruction.

Searching for Role Sources Within the individual. An attribute of effective
teachers is clarity. Teachers cannot pretend to be clear. If they are not clear,
they must learn how to become so, or else choose a profession other than
teaching. Once a personal, authentic role of teaching has been identified, then
preservice students must find within themselves the aptitudes requisite to
assuming the role.

Preparing to Enter the Classroom. Travers believes that preservice students
will not profit from working in natural classrooms until they have grasped the
basic concepts of role learning, which is not to copy what another does but
rather to obsere the teaching of pupils in order to add to one's own resources,
and to recognize that even exemplary teachers will manifest practices that do
not fit one's own role. Travers suggests that the first thing novice teachers
must learn to do on entering a classroom is to become comfortable and tension
tree. When that is achieved, they should have opportunities for nonstressful
interactions with the entire class. This gradual induction into the dynamics of
t classroom provides time during which novices can practice their roles with
increasingly larger numbers of pupils. Travers calls for a "role trainer" to help
the iimice gain insight into role development and performance. The trainer
might he akin to an acting coach.

Searching 'Or Creative Was to Keep the Role Alive. Travers sees teaching
as a .Ieelopmental process that needs continuing nurturance. Teachers must
he eser ready to modify their role and to search for material and for sources
within themselves through which the modified role can be achieved.

15. America's Ilicenieinial Provides a Flagship Curriculum

he report by AACTE's Bicentennial Commission on Education for the
Pr ofessiori of leaching, Ed:aling a Profession (Howsam et al. 1976), was an
trort to stimulate debate and discussion on everal aspects of teacher educa-
tion. im. luduiK the curriculum. urging th the profession must establish
,onscrisiis on the professional culture r aired to begin the practice of
zea,ing," the report oiggests that the major curriculum components should

ry
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he as follows.

I. General or liberal studies to meet a teacher's professional as well as per-
sonal needs. It recommends that:

al: prospective teachers participate in an experience focusing on the
nature and implications of knowledge in conjunction with general educa-
tion studies. . . . Students will consider altei.:ative ways of knowing,
unique structures of knowledge in the different fields, linkages among
concept~ in the various disciplines, and the implications of these ideas for
teaching at the elementary and secondary level. 82)

2. Pre-education .in the undergirding disciplines that provide much of the
theoretical base from which educational practice is drawn, for example,
psychology, sociology, anthropology, and philosophy.

3. Preparation in an academic specialization requiring sti.dy in the area or
areas in which one will teach. Such study should be designed to enable pro-
spective teachers to think analytically, act wisely, and excite others about the
value of the discipline."

()t critical importance to the subject matter preparation of teachers is at-
Minim to the broad principles and generalizations of a subject, rather
than concentration on a maze of specific topics. (p. 86)

4. Ioundations of education as a professional component that provides:

interdisciplinary and conceptual illumination of the issii!s, problems and
procedures confronting contempory educators everywhere so that more
professional and humane public action might ensue. (p.

Clearly, the intent is to promote professional activism is teachers.

the student must develop a sense of social purpose an 3CtiViStiC t:on-
:crii for the sociopolitical ends of the educational experience whidi invest

professional discussions and procedures with ultimate meaning and con-
siction, cp. 87,

5. Professional knowledge base that prepares teachers to analyze and
suhsequentl gain understanding and control of classroom events. The profes-
sional knowledge base is gained through the study of theoretical knowledge,
that is, linked with the study of actual situations in classrooms and schools.

6. Teacii:ng behasior and .kills to meet a teacher's professional re-
quirements. In addition to a knowledge base enabling teachers to understand
and analsze lite in classrooms, they also need a broad repertoire of generic
classroom skills in diagnosis and evaluation, organizing classrooms, setting
goals and objectis es, planning, communication, instructior and interpersonal
relations (pp. 160-161).

leacher talues and attitudes "to provide preset ice teachers with a
pinlosorhs ot education that `till help them to think soriouslv an:.! 'Intinuous-
k about the purposes and consequences of what th, (p. 89).
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8. Professional literacy to provide preservicc teachers with opportunities
to become knowledgeable about educational and sociopolitical issues and to

prepare them to interact with concerned citizens in the resolution of such

issues.
9. Field experiences to meet the preservice teacher's need to relate theory

and practice.
10. Learning disabled children to provide preservice teachers with

preparation to work with mainstreamed children having a variety of learning

disabilities.
11. Study of a significant subculture to meet preservice teachers' needs to

practice in and adjust their performance to divergent school and community
environments.

The, AACTE Bicentennial Commission report is probably the most com-
prehensive set of recommendations for the teacher education curriculum ever
written by the teacher education establishment.

lb. Raising Teachers' Sights: Helping Teachers Become Better
Problem Solvers and Decision Makers

Over the past 15 years, Donald Cruickshank and colleagues at Ohio State
University, University of Tennessee, and State University of New York at
Brockport have tried to help preservice students develop higher level profes-
sional cognitive skills, namely, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and problem
solving. They have developed twc ; rids of curriculum materials for this pur-
pose. The first uses simulations to help preservice students study and resolve

problems of practicing teachers. The second is a method called "Reflective
Teaching" that is designed to make preservice students more thoughtful about
their teaching. Both of these methods are discussed more fully in Part III.

In order to prepare preservice students for the reality of problems teachers
face in the classroom, several field studies were conducted (Cruickshank and
Leonard 1967; Cruickshank and Broadbent 1968; Cruickshank, Kennedy,
Leonard, and Thurman 1968; Cruickshank, Kennedy, and Myers 1974). K-12
teachers were first asked to provide first-person, diary-like accounts of their
Classroom concerns and then to respond to checklists containing statements
about these concerns that the investigators had extracted from the accounts.
Those concerns that were noted by Leachers as most frequent and most bother-
some became the bases for the development of two simulations (Cruickshank,
Broadbent, and Bubb 1967; Cruickshank 1969). In each simulation trainees
assume the role of a new teacher. Following an orientation to the school awl
school district where they would work, Ira: ees are given pupil cumulative
record folders and other job-related information. After assimilating such in-
formation, trainees arc next exposed to a number of the classroom problems
on film, in role plays, and in written incidents. The task is to try to resolve
each problem in order to reach the desired teacher goal with the fewest
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neake side emu,. rin (pupils, parents, administrator, or other
teachers).

Also, Cruickshank, Applegate, Holton, Mager, Myers, Novak, and Tracey
tymn hat.e identified and organized the educational theory associated with

tie pres.alent areas of teacher concern: affiliation, control, parent relation-
ships and home conditions, student success, and time management. With the
theory as a base. ptesers.ice students arc then given problem solving situations
that they are to resolve in a straightforward, systematic fashion. This direct
engagement with the problems of practice is intended to help preservice
students become aware of the more difficult and challenging aspects of
classroom lift and to help them become setter problem solvers.

In Reflective leaching (Cruickshank et al. 1980), the intention is to make
presers.ici. students inure thoughtful students of teaching. The materials in-
clude a number of specially developed brief lessons that preservice teachers use
fur on-campus peer teaching in cognitive, psychomotor, or affective domains.

preset %ice students concurrently teach small groups of peers one of the
lessons. At ter Is Minute\ of teaching, the teachers test their learners to deter-
mine what learning has occurred. They also assess learner satisfaction. For 26
minutes thereafter, each teacher and the group of peer learners use guided
discussion to reflect nn the process and results. Finally, the small .'ro mps

reassemble, and the college instructor continues the discussion fo,:using art ne
question: What has.e we learned about teaching and learning?

I he goal of both simulations as described herein 0.1d of Reflective Teaching
Is to prepare teachers for the realities of life in classrooms and to make them
aware of whs the are doing what they arc doing.

17. I'replring Professional Teachers in Schools of Pedugog-

I loen sears atter publication or leachers for ...le Real 3vr!d (Smith,
. often old l'earl 19641, Smith, in collabomtion wit c..'.1eLgues at the

no. ersit!. o' South Florida, presented a second t. the
preparation of icichers in 1 1)itsr:,1 for a So. )1)/ Of Pet;i4Rogy (Smith, .;.Ier-
man, lion.!, and I IN

In this Illc Main liorrit inadi is 'dial teacher education ha,
bcoMile depi 1,tVV,1011.tilied. ICtChel t rt1111 Illnnv,11 schools
tiff led% her ,o1'.7..tes to uno. er,it campuses, acacieni; know-:'..age was etn-
phasticd and oeoatog% suht:7- doktou2cau..1. Accolditig to Smith et al.,
tc.k hers olleecs "..tall to he 110011111! (Mr.; th "1 a hoeral aftat school with a
.erRe department ot pt' lagog It` :,r...Aide a minimum of professional

epai,11)01) . 1 i)tieti (W .St hied l'edal:(1k'l, as the title implies, suggests
the ication ot 'look ut pc(!agor, to correct the inadequacies of current
ion% r ,rte tea. et Cc! Ratit

mail\ hc rci_ommentl\ thi.t the tour ear
o(sler eradu t It, a t.aillelt)r %s degree should ht tollo%ed
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by two years in a school of pedagogy leading to a master of pedagogy degree.
In the bachelor's degree program, the major focus should be on preparing
teachers in the subjects they will teach and complementary subjects for both
prospective secondary and elementary teachers. Additionally, at this level
students should receive a solid background in the social and behavioral
sciences underlying pedagogy to ensure a foundation for studying professional
education.

In the school of pedagogy, the entire curriculum focus would be on
pedagogy, learning the science and art of teaching. Areas covered during the
fifth and sixth years in approximate order are: clinical knowledge and skid 'n
observation; exceptionality; pedagogical psychology (observation, diagnosis,
planning, manvement, grouping, instruction, communication, evaluation);
measurement and evaluation; school and community; curriculum and instruc-
tion; curriculum of school; content selection and organization; selection of
curriculum materials; specialized courses in specific curriculum areas; field ex-
periences in clinical complexes; clinical seminars using protocols; and student
evaluation and remediation.

According to the authors, if such six-year preservice programs were
established, much could be done to right the conditions that Lave deprofes-
sionalized teacher preparation. These new programs would be able to draw on
the recent research on school and teacher effectiveness. A Design for a School
of Pedagogy seems to be the basis for statewide renewal of teacher education
in Florida (Smith, Silverman, Borg, and Fry 1980).

18. The United Teaching Profession's Plan for the Preservice
Curriculum

The teaching profession itself became involved in the preservice curriculum
with the publication of the National Education Association's Excellence in
Our Schools: Teacher Education, An Action Plan (1982). In this document the
NLA expressed special concern that

Teacher education programs must be designed and developed based on
what the practitioner says needs to he known and done for beginning ef-

:ektise practice. (p. 7)

Regarding the teacher education curriculum, the report notes:

All teacher education programs should have three integrated components:

arts, at least one ti hi co or teaching specialty, and a professional
curriculum . The professional component should focus on classroom
practice. F.ieldbased experiences related to all components should be pro-
sided throughout the preservice program. (n. 10)

I he report goes on to describe three critical functions of teaching that must
he the basis fur the design, developy.ent, and implementation of college pro-
grams preparing teachers; presents illustration!, of what teachers must know or
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do in order to perform the above three functions; and provides lists of learn-
ings, skills, and field-based experiences related to the three major functions.

According to NEA, the three major functions of teaching are facilitating
learning, managing the classroom, and making professional decisions.

illustrative of what teachers must know .nd do related to each function
arc:

1. To facilitate leaching, teachers must know the unique characteristics of
students, know student levels of achievement, know student learning prob-
lems, identify student interests, work with students individually and in groups,
accommodate diversity of learning styles, encourage higher order thinking,
and present subject matter.

2. To manage the classroom, teachers must effectively organize the
c:assroom to stimulate learning, communicate with parents and special service
personnel regarding students, use community agencies, maintva student
e::ords, and facilitate the work of volunteers.

3. To make professional decisions, teachers must decide what to teach,
plan priorities, select materials and equipment. and so forth. Professional
decision malking would occur across, as well as in thF context of, the other two
major functions

The above three teaching functions, describing what teachers must know
and do, are translated into learnings and skills that suggest the curriculum
Locus on the following:

1. Human growth and development
2. Knowledge of one or more subjects
3. Knowledge of human behavior
4. Knowledge of learning
5. Knowledge of exceptional children
6. Knowledge of assessment
7. Knowledge of social, cultural, and environmental impacts on

learning
8. Knowledge of communicction
9 Knov.lt!ota of instructional design
lo Knowledge of professional resources (including community

agencies) and materials
I I . Knowledge of design and evaluation of learning activities
12. Knowledge of legal responsibilities of teachers
11 Knowledge of foundations of public
14. Knowledge of group dynamics
15. Knowledge of the politics of education and related issues
lo. Knowledge of the creation and use of student records
17. Knowiedge of education research and its interpretation

Additionall. NEA report recommends a variety of field-based or
campus-based laboratory experiences such as;
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I . Observation ot students, classrooms, teacher conferences,
school board meetings, state education department activities,
state legislature, professional and learned organizations, and
the united teaching profession

2. Microteaching or mirror teaching
3. Conducting case studies of individual students
4. Translating educational theory into classroom practice
5. participating in curriculum design and development
6. Using instructional technology
7. Classroom teaching

The curriculum proposed by NEA is based on what practitioners say is
needed for effective functioning on the first day of school.

19. The Teacher as Molder of the Educated Person: The Paideia
Proposal

The Puideia Proposal, An Educational Manifesto (1982) by Mortimer
Adler is a plan to reform the K -12 curriculum, but it has clear implications for
the preservice preparation of teachers. The plan calls for a single track
academic program K-12. Virtually no electives nor vocational preparation is
included. The new curriculum would be based on three types of learning that
would go on simultaneously in all grades: acquisition of organized knowledge,
development of intellectual skills, and enlarged understanding of ideas and
\attics. Adler defined these elements on William Buckley's television program,
"Firing Line.

I he hest kind of learmng is the acquisition of information and organized
knowledge and the basic views of subject matter language, literature,
the tine arts, mathematics, natural sciences, history, geography. . . .

I his part of the curriculum is aided by teachers] telling, leaching by lec-
turing, teaching using textbooks and manuals, quizzes, . blackboard
work... . The second kind of learning, in many ways more important, is
not the acquisition of knowledge. but the development of intellectual
skitts in reading, writing, speaking, listening, observing, measuring,
equtiating, calculating, computing. . . . Coaching is the way (this
part tit the curriculum] can be developed. , . . The third kind of learning
and teaching h esen more important than the second. [It] is the enlarge-
ment of the undemanding of baste ideas and values [gained by discussion

hook..1 or a work of art. IThis type of learning] can't he done by
Coaching It can't he done dit.'actic instruction by lecturing. It must

done hs asking and questioning, the Socratic method . people sit-
ting around a fable with a moderator. (Buckley 1982, pp. 2-5)

A central elms(' of Adler's Paideia Proposal is that American education
1. t,aiIi ig, but it can he restored by getting hack to the basics. In fact, A.
caandin Down, c\ccutise director of the Council for Bask Education, notes:
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!he Pak leia Proposal embodies accurately the conception of education
the Council for Basic Education has promoted. . . . There are three
premises: the principal purpose of schooling is academic, not social; some
subjects are more important than others; and all can learn regardless of
social or economic background. (ASCD Update, March 1983, p. 4)

Turning to preservice teacher education, Adler feels strongly that current
teacher candidates are unsuited to learn and current programs in schools of
education are unsuited to prepare persons to teach the new curriculum. Says
Adler, "1 would abolish all schools of education" (Buckley 1982, p. 30). A
new generation of teachers would need to be educated in the three primary
elements of learning. In the interim, we must select as teachers those who are
"on the way" to becoming educated persons. According to Adler, these peo-
ple will be identifiable because they manifest competence as learners, show
strong interest in their personal education, and are motivated to continue
learning while teaching.

Addressing the formal teacher education curriculum requisite to producing
qualified teachers, Adler notes:

first ol all, (they] would have this basic schooling themselves. In the sec-
ond plate. they'd go to tour years of college in which . . . there would be
a required course of study . . in which the college courses would be
mainly liberal, humanistic in general. . . Third, I would require of every
future teacher that he have three years of clinical practice . . . teaching
under supersision because teaching is an art that requires coaching.
(Buckley 1982, p. 30)

All skills of teaching are intellectual skills that can be developed only by
toaching, not by lecture courses in pedagogy and teaching methods such
as are now taught in most schools or departments of education and are
now required for certification. (p. 61)

The publication of The Paideia Proposal is significant in that it coincides
%kith the increasing concern for the irnpro% ed general education of teachers.

20. Readying the Beginning Teacher

Dale Scannell and his colleagues, two of whom had worked on the AACTE
bicentennial publication, Educating a Profession (Howsam et at. 1976),
prepared a followup publication, the purpose of which was to define "what
leacher characteristics should he guaranteed upon graduation from a teacher
education program" and what curriculum would promote development of
such characteristics. The publication, Educating a Profession: Profile of a
lieminning leacher (Scannell et al. 1983), calls for the preservice curriculum to
he in-gamic:Li into lour components: general education, preprofessional study

in the disciplines undergirding pedagogy, academic specialiratiou, and profes-
sional studs.
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Under general education, the proposed curriculum would result in profi-
ciency in the art of communication. Specifically, preservice students would be:
1) proficient in the communication arts (reading, writing, speaking, listening,
creatise expression, and forms of nonverbal communication); 2) proficient in
mathematical skills; 1) proficient in understanding the nature, evolution, and
uses of language and how language reflects culture; and 4) proficient in
understanding the function, use, and impact of mass communications, the
computer, and other technology. Additionally, preservice students would
understand groups and institutions, principles of physical and mental health,
the relationship between society and work, the relationship of nature and the
universe, the relationship of new technologies to human nature, the relation-
ship of time and civilization to values and beliefs, and the fine arts.

Under preprofessional study in the disciplines undergirding pedagogy, the
preservice student would "acquire an adequate theoretical foundation in the
undergirding disciplines, primarily the social and behavioral sciences such as
anthropology, philosophy and sociology." Such study would permit preser-
vice students to understand principles and methods of inquiry relatea to
education and teaching, to understand factors fostering or inhibiting com-
munication, and to know something of the basic disciplines from which
teachers draw experience and knowledge.

Under academic specialization, the curriculi,.n would provide preservice
students with study of the subjects they event.ially will teach. The focus of
these studies would be on "the nature of knowledge, the structure of the
discipline and the relationship between them, and the processes of inquiry and

research,"
Under professional studies or pedagogy, the curriculum would consist of

four parts: foundational studies in education, generic teaching knowledge and
Nk II IS, specialised pedagogical knowledge and skills, and field and clinical
laboratory experience. Foundational studies include learning and human
development, and social, philosophic, historical, and economic policy studies
in education. The generic teaching knowledge and skills would help preset vice

students analyse and interpret student abilities, achievements, needs, and
cultural background; design appropriate instruction bused on the above
analyses; conduct instruction that facilitates learning; manage the classroom;
promote effective classroom communication; evaluate learning; and arrange
for conferral and referral opportunities. Specialized pedagogical knowledge
and skills proside a basis fol le-rning pedagogy related to a specific subject
and grade level. Here the curriculum acquaints prospective teachers with what
is unique or different about teaching in one situation compared to another.

Field and clinical laboratory experience, the final part of professional studies,
consists t)1 sequentially planned campus- and field-based experiences, such as
simulations, inlet ()teaching, Reflective Teaching, observations, and student
teaching.

Many of the recommendations in Profile of a Begmning Teacher reflect
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current thought on the teacher education curriculum, similar to those in
NCATE's Standards (1982), and very similar, as would be expected, to
Howsam et al. (1976). However, emphases are on the concept of generic
teaching behaviorF and on sequentially planned campus- and field-based
laboratory experiences.

21. A View from the Captain's Bridge: A Dean Speaks Out

Hendrik Gideonse, dean of the College of Education, University of Cincin-
nati, suggests that three essential components must provide the underpinnings
for the professional education of teachers (Gideonse 1982).

the first is a sound Liberal education and thorough mastery over the con-
tent areas to he taught. The second . . . is a thorough exposure to those
domains of knowledge and inquiry . . . that inform about the nature of
humanity. society and culture. Third, the growing body of professional
knowledge . . . must also be mastered. (p. 15)

With regard to liberal education, Gideonse includes literacy, communica-
tion and cognitive skills, aesthetics, and values, With regard to the domain.; of
knowledge and inquiry, he recommends study in the humanities and the
behavioral and social sciences since, among other things, they:

define the nature of human development at,d learning . . . help establish

the cultural contexts within which educational goals are defined and
served. (pp. 15-16)

With regard to professional knowledge, Gideonse suggests the following cur-
riculum:

1. Instructional alternatives (including use of media)
2. Learner and learning differences
3. Instruction for specific needs of individual learners
4. Curriculum theory
5. Small-group process
6. Professional responsibilities
7. School faculty and staff roles and their interrelationships
8. Parent relationships
9. Classroom management

10_ Self awareness

22. A Foundation Makes a Proposal

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching conducted a
threevear stud!. of 16,000 public high schools. Its report, High School: A
Report on Secondary Education in Americo (Boyer 1983), deals with the high
NCh001 curriculum but also calls for improvements in teacher education. The
report recommends that:
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I . Preset vice high school teachers should study,, 'ommon core of subjects

paralleling the high school curriculum proposed it 're report.

2. Preservice teachers should complete a major in an academic discipline,
and significant opportunity for classroom observation should be provided.
Prospective teachers should major in an academic subject, not in education.

3 Preservice teachers should have a fifth year of combined instructional
and apprenticeship experiences that includes a core of four courses to meet the
special needs of teachers, The proposed courses are Schooling in America,
Learning Theory and Research, Teaching of Writing, and Use of Technology.
The crucial apprenticeship experience would be with a team of master
teachers.

tinally, the report calls for a series of one-day Common Learning Seminars
to he held during the fifth year, in which preservice teachers would meet
outstanding scholar-teachers in the arts and sciences, who would relate the
knowledge of their fields to contemporary political and social events.

Summary Recommendations

In the Summary Recommendations in Part I, it was recommended that:

Il numerous teacher education curricula developed over the past cen-
tun. should he identified, organised, analysed, and presented in such a
p.ay that they become a legacy from which to draw.

Part II is an initial effort to do this, in the hope that the results will provide a
preliminary -, albeit incomplete, repository of ideas gleaned from a selected
surrey of the teacher education curriculum literature of the past 20 years. This
osets iew of alternative preservice curricula prompts the author to make the
tollowing suggestions:

A complete study and report of alternative curricula for teacher education
should he undertaken so as to provide an important frame of reference for
decision making, and an important historical document;

I he philosophic orientations that have guided teacher preparation cur-
ricula ,,hould he determined more rigorously;

he s ;mous proposed curricula content should be organized as a taxonomy

o guide the doclopment of future teacher curricula;
Nev. proposed teacher education curricula should be scrutinized and sub-

lected to questions asking so what or what's new;

I cache, t .1 \ part of their preparation, should be required to be
tirmiliat with alternalise teacher education curricula and their related issues
and problems.
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Part III
Instruction in Teacher Education

The institution shall provide evidence that its faculty uses a variety of instruc-
tional procedures which contribute to the students' preparation.

NASDTEC
Standards for Stale Approval of Teacher Education
1981, p. 10

A friend of mine, a nationally known scholar who teaches in the college of
social and behavioral sciences at a major university, recently said to me,
"After 30 years I finally know what I want to teach my students; now I must
learn how I want to teach them." The difference between my friend's admis-
sion and similar shortcomings in teacher educators is disturbing. He took no
professional education courses to prepnre him for teaching. He had no super-
vised teaching practice.

Why do we so frequently disregard what we know about teaching as we

practice teacher education? Why don't we teach as well as we know how to.,
Are we, as was my friend, so preoccupied with determining the content of in-
struction that we have no time or interest in determining how that content can
best be learned? Not only are we unable to reach consensus on the content of a

single professional course, we are also uncertain and inconsistent about how
hould teach. We tell preservice students to individualize instruction but

sel6om do they experience individualized instruction in our classrooms. Or we
teach the nature of group process by using the lecture method.

s a modest contribution toward improving the teaching of preservice
students, I shall direct m, discussion to three questio,1,: What is teaching
method? What instructional alternatives are available to teach( eclicators'i
V, hat instryctional materials are available?
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What Is Teaching Method?

Broudy (1963) describes teaching method as:

the formal structure of the sequence of acts commonly denoted by in-
struction The term covers both the strategy and tactics of teaching and
IIII.okes the huice of what is to be taught at a given time, the means by
wl ich it is to be taught, and the order in which it is to be taught. The
theories ot learning that may or n.ay not have suggested the methods, the

aims or the total educative proccs, and the philosophical considerations
that might be used to evaluate them aic introduced into the discussion of
method, but only as needed to elucidate their nature and import. (p. 3)

A simpler definition of teaching method is, all that teachers think and do from
the time they decide to teach something to someone until the time they decide
that th ; teaching is over. Teaching method, then, comprises a whole set of
related procedures put into motion by teachers. It includes what they do when
preparing to teach, when actually instructing, and when instruction is analyzed
and evaluated.

Teaching is highly idiosyncratic. Some teachers are careful planners, while
others appear to teach "off the top of their heads." Nevertheless, any con-
sideration of teaching method must address the following questions:

I. What k to he taught? What concepts, skills, and attitudes are to be
learned" How can it he determined that they have been learned?

2. What instructional alternatives seem most suitable, given the content
and learners at hand?

3. Who or what 'sill provide instruction?
4. How should the learners be organized for instruction (individual, small

group, whole class)?
c Where should instruction take place (field-based or on-campus)?
o. Flow should the teaching and learning be analyzed and evaluated?
Deciding how instrixtion will take place requires that the teacher educator

he awi.se of the alternatives available and of their potential fer achieving the
desired learning outcomes. When teacher educators are unfamiliar with in-
sitittional alternatives, they are restricted with regard to overall teaching
method.

1.0110v.ing is a selective list of instructional alternatives that could he used
by teacher educator 5.

I ildlin,isuals
2. ( enters t)t interest

D) bate%

4. I )...titict e dhc our se

Dcnionstritium
(I Discussion (including panels, s!,inposiit)

Displai,s and exhibits
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8. Experiments
9. Games

10. Inductive discourse
II. Kinesthetic
12. Lecture
13. Microteaching
14. Mirror teaching
15. Observation
16. Programmed instruction
17. Problem solving
18. Protocols
19. Recitation
20. Reflective Teaching
21. Reports

22. Role playing
21. Simulations

In addition to listing instructional alternatives, it is also possible to
categorize them along a continuum of experiences from the concrete to the
abstract. For example, under concrete experiences we could place kinesthetic
methods, microteaching, mirror teaching, problem solving, Reflective
Teaching, and simulations. Under vicarious experiences we can place
audiovisuals, demonstration, and protocols. And under abstract experiences
could go such alternatives as lectures and inductive discourse.

What Promising instructional Alternatives Are Available
For Preservice Teacher Education?

In this section are descriptions and analyses of four instructional ap-
proaches to preservice teacher education; microteaching, simulations, Reflec-
tive Teaching, and protocols. They have been selected because, in this writer's
opinion, they are the most promising alternatives available, even though they
are infrequently used. They are promising because they provide for increased
amounts of laboratory and clinical practice as called for by the NCATE Stan-
dards (1982) and other authorities (Howsam et al. 1976; Scannell et al. 1983).
They are neglected or used infrequently because they require considerable time
to prepare and implement, and because they require teacher educators to
assume a role different from that with which they are familiar.

Microteaching

Microtcaching is a brief teaching encounter in which pre service students
reach Ilse. to twentyminute lessons in their subject .field first to one and then
io .1 small group of pupils, who are usually peers. Ole purpose of
microteaching lessons is to practice a specific technical skill of teaching until
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the preservice student reaches an acceptable level of performance.
Micro&ching lessons normally are videotaped.

A mieroteaching lesson proceeds as follows: First, the student selects or is
given a technical skill of teaching to learn and subsequently to practice with a
small group of peers on campus. Second, the trainee reads about the skill in
one of several pamphlets (Allen et al. 1969). Third, the trainee observes a
master teacher perform the skill on film or videotape. Fourth, the trainee
prepares a brief lesson to demonstrate the specific skill. The lesson frequently
is an abbreviated, partial lesson since time may not permit its completion.
Fifth, the lesson is taught to peers and videotaped. (Originally the intent was
to teach K-12 students in the schools.) Sixth, the preservice student, college in-
structor, and peers critique the lesson using the videotape and feedback by
peers regarding the teacher's degree of success in demonstrating the skill.
Sometimes the lesson may be retaught to a different group of peers to increase
the trainee's skill level. If the trainee demonstrates an acceptable skill level, he
or she goes on to practice another technical skill. Since teaching technical skills
is at the heart of microtcaching, it is appropriate to explore these skills in some
detail.

Graduate students at Stanford University identified a number of technical
skills for the mieroteaching curriculum at that institu'ion (McKnight 1978).
The technical skills included:

1. Establishing set or rapport between pupil and teacher in order to obtain
immediate involvement in the lesson;

2. Establishing several appropriate frames of reference through which
pupil% can gain an understanding of some concept or event;

3. Achicking closure that pulls together the major po'its learned and acts
as a cognitive link between past knowledge and new knowledge;

4. Using effective questions that are appropriate, answerable, and pro-
% ocatk e, thus involving pupils actively;

S. Recognizing and obtaining attending behavior and, conversely,
recognizing and reducing non-attending behavior;

6. ( (unrolling participation or improving the teacher's ability to amity/A:
And .0111101 the use 01 accepting and rejecting remarks, positive and negative
iesiolons. ro%ard and punishment; and

Providing feedback or knowledge of resulti.
The technical skills were later relabeled and arranged into clusters to show

their associations (Allen et al. 1969). The clusters and several skills subsumed
under Lila are reported by McKnight (1978) as follows:

I Response repertoire. Skills intended to help teachers build verbal and
notperbal teLliniques in ord,,r to help comey meaning, nuance, an'i mood:

Creating student involvement. Skills designed to help teachers stimulate
interest arid maintain attention, including set induction, stimulus variation,
and closure;

3. Questioning skills. Skills designe to give teachers a repertoire of ques-
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musing techniques to stimulate discussion and productive thinking including
flivricy in asking questions, probing questions., higher-order questions, and
divergent thinking questions;

4. Increasing student participation. Skills designed to get students in-
% oked including reinforcement, recognizing attending behavior, silence and
nomerhal cues, and cueing; and

5. Presentation skills. Skills intended to help teachers present information
so that students deselop concepts, including completeness of communication,
planned repetition, use of examples, and lecturing.

McDonald (1973), one of the originators of microteaching, became critical
of the excessive attention given to the original technical teaching skills.

Unfortunately, the concept of technical skills of teaching has been overly
promoted and inaicur4tely describcd. They are not basic or essential
because there is no Liat,i to show tf.at a teacher who uses them produces
more ef fen se learning. They may have important effects on teaming but
that remains to he shown. (p. 55)

Earlier Snow (1969), although less critical, also called for validation of the
technical skills.

In the 1970s research by Gage (1976) and Peterson, Marx, and Clark (1978)
on set induction, and by Berliner (1976) on probing questions indicated that
interest in sonic of the original technical skills continued. However, work by
these and other researchers suggests other skills or reformulations of the
original skills indeed may be more promising. For example, accumulating
research supports the premise that there are other teaching skills or behaviors
strongly and consistently associated with pupil academic gain and satisfaction.
Perhaps some of these behaviors, for example, direct instruction, group alert-
ing, clarit! enthusiasm, and high expectations for pupil performance, should
he gi en higher priority than the earlier mentioned technical skills.

Reaction to Miemreaching. Whatever its shortcomings, microteaching
receised a rousing reception from a large segment of the teacher education
community. A number of factors account for this. First, it closely followed the
acceptance of telesision as a medium of instruction on university campuses.
'second, it was popular among preservice students because they like to see how
filo are perlooning on videotape. Third, preservice students have always
preferred the direct, firsthand role-taking experiences to abstract ones in their
teachet preparation program. Fourth, teacher educators themselves found
t hit nuctoteaclung pro,ided a way to give students controlled practice with
feedback l ttth, the tnnosation was developed by prestigious Stanford Univer-
,its with funding from the Ford Foundation and was disseminated by AACTE
under the direction of seseral well-known educators, including Robert Bush,
DIA Olt Allen, and 1-rederick McDonald. Finally, the innovation was launched
Muting the Iolin.son ( it eat `,ociet Years when generous federal funding made
possible the m.tallanon of new and frequently expenske educational
tcchnolog
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Research on Mterweaching. Copeland (1977) repots that:

A careful examination of the research pertaining to microteaching in-

dicates . . . that, although laboratory training based on the microteaching

model is significantly related to skill exhibition by teacher trainees while

teaching in th training laboratory immediately after training, . . . such

training has no significant relationship with the tendency of student

teachers to exhibit target skills in the classroom weeks after training [in
the laboratory] is completed. (p. 148)

Earlier Copeland (1975) had found that students' failure to exhibit the skills
learned in a laboratory setting did not seem to be simply a matter of forgetting
how to perform the skill once they began their student teaching in a natural
classroom. Rather, he determined that the key factor was the influence of the

cooperating teachers.
In a series of studies, Copeland found that:

the cooperating teachers with whom the trainees work in classrooms after
completing microteaching training influence the trainee's use of the
targeted skills in at least two ways. In the first, labeled "direct influence,"
cooperating teachers who have been trained in techniques of supervision

. . appear to offer sufficient support and encouragement to assure stu-
dent teachers' use of target skills in the classroom after training. The sec-

ond . . . way in which cooperating teachers influence student teaching
classroom behavior was labeled by Copeland "indirect influence." His
results suggest that student teachers who taught with cooperating teachers

who consistently used the targeted skills were significantly more likely to

use the skills themselves. (Copeland 1982, p. 1010)

Copeland (1982) also reports oti er research findings that show that
students participating in microteachin3 evidence increased confidence in

themselves and in their teaching abilities aod seem to increase in overall levels

of self-esteem.
Advantages and Disadvantages. Among the major benefits attributed to

microteaching are that:

I. Microteaching is real teaching, involving the student in the direct role
of teacher as opposed to role-playing.

2. Microteaching reduces the complexity of he teaching act, allowing
concentration on acquiring a specific skill.

1. Nlicroteaching provides an environment in which the focus is on
analysis of the teaching act.

4. Microteaching provides a relatively safe and controlled environment in

which to practice.
s. 1 echnical skills learned during microteaching can, with the proper rein-

forcement, result in their use in natural classrooms.

Notable disadvantages seem to include:
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E, Microteaching requires considerable time and equipment.
2. Seldom is there time to practice more than a few technical skills.
3. The technical skills currently used may not be as important as others

that have : e.en found to be associated with effective teaching.

Materials to Support Microteuching. Following are sources useful 'o those
wishing to utilize microteaching.

Allen, D., and Ryan, K. Miroteaching. Reading Mass.: Addison-Wesley,
1969.

Allen, D.; Bush, R.; Ryan, K.,; and Cooper, J. Teaching Skills for Elemen-
tary and Secondary Teachers. New York: General Learning Corporation,
1969.

Borg, W.; Kelley, M.; Langer, P.; and Gall, M. The Minicourse: A
Microteaching Approach to Teacher Education. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Mac-
millan Educational Services, 1970.

When microteaL :ng appeared on the teacher education scene in 1963, it
was viewed as a way to improve the often unstructured preservice teaching. It
also would reduce the need for difficult-to-schedule teaching practice in
schools. But most importantly, it was seen as a way to provide direct practice
of important technical skills of teaching. In retrospect, it would seem that
microteaching has more than met its original purposes and serves as an
unusually promising instructional alternative in teacher education. It is well
accepted by students. It provides a much needed form of direct experience
with a model of reality in which controls and supervision can be exercised.
Potentially it can familiarize preservice teachers with teaching skills associated
with pupil a.-:idemic achievement and satisfaction. Finally, the behaviors
learned therein seem amenable to transfer and use in natural classrooms.

Simulations

At about the same time that researchers at Stanford University were
deseloping microteaching, one person in Oregon, and a few years later several
pc:is:ins in New York, Tennessee, and Ohio were developing an instructional
alternative to the preparation of teachers called simulation. The purposeof
simulations is to prepare preservice students for some of the more challenging
realities of classroom life. Prior to the advent of simulation, preservice
%Indent, were sometimes told "war stories" by their education professors but
not permitted to engage in "mock combat." Thus when faced with the reality
of .tudent teaching, preservice students hardly knew what to expect and had
rely scant notion of how they would, or should, respond.

( Ink k.h.nik (197 I (/ 1971h) discusse,, simulations used in teacher
Cd11-..111011 I he hr.( one. called lassroom Simulation," was developed by

ketsli (19621 under a National Defense Educatnn: (irant at the lcaching
Research 1 aboratorN of the Oregon Slate System of Higher Education. This
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simulation uses a spec ally constructed mock classroom facility in which an
elementary education student teacher, following orientation to a hypothetical
school and sixth-grade classroom, is shown up to 60 filmed classroom prob-
lems. After each problem is presented, the student teacher is asked to at out
or talk out a response. An experimenter sitting nearby considers the student
teacher's response and decides how the class or a student therein probably
would react. The experimenter then projects a film segment of the class or stu-
dent reaction for the student teacher to see. The intention of the simulation is
to shape a student teacher's behavior in ways that juries of master teachers feel
are optimal.

Two other simulations of classrooms were developed in the late 1960s.
Unlike Kersh's simulation, both of these were produced for commercial
distribution. The Teaching Problems Laboratory (TPL) was developed under
a U.S. Office of Education Cooperative Research Grant at the State Universi-
ty of New York College at Brockport (Cruickshank, Broadbent, and Bubb
1967). Inner-City Simulation Laboratory (ICSL) was developed a few years
later at the University of Tennessee and Ohio State University (Cruickshank
1969).

The TPL is used with an entire class of nreservice students. Following
orientation to a hypothetical suburban elementary school, each student takes
on the role of fifth-grade teacher Pat Taylor. They then are presented with up
to 31 critical teaching problems that were gleaned from a survey of first-year
teachers. The problems are presented through short films, written incidents,
and role plays. After each problem is presented, each Pat Taylor is asked in-
dependently I, ., identify and define the problem; 2) identify factors that
seem to be ccntributing to the problem; 3) locate pertinent related informa-
tion; 4) pro,ect alternative courses of action that migh . resolve the problem;
5) select the most desirable course of action, the one with the fewest negative
side effects Id 6) communicate or implement a decision. Following 15 to 20
minutes of indepenient problem solving utilizing the materials provided, the
ses eral Pat Tay Ion interact with each other in groups of four to six, projecting
their individual rerspeetives and solutions for inspection and reflection. 7inal-
ly, each problem and the issues involved are explored by the whole class.

The group feedback prc.:ess of TPL encourages students to consider a
greater variety of response strategies to the classroom problems they have
'dent t led. and provides them with opportunities to learn about and p,- active a
sside sariety of processional activities associated with problems of first-year
teachers, such as test construction, parent _onferencing, teaching difficult
lessons, and deseloping a reading prog;am.

I he Inner-Citv Simulation Laboratory (ICSL) is similar to TPL. except
that its locale is an inner-city school and classroom modeled after a school in
Chicago and the problems presented were gleaned from a study of inner -city
tea hers. Seeral other simulations to: use in teacher education are de..cribed
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in Cruickshank (1971a, 1971b), and a more up-to-date listing is in Cruick-
shank and Teller (1979).

Identification of teacher problems and problem solving are central to the
simulation process used teacher education. The problems recreated in both
TPL and !CSL were identified from field surveys. With TPL, this was done by
a review of the literature on problems of beginning teachers. From that review
a 117-item questionnaire was devised representing seven problem areas:
discipline, evaluation, methods, parent relations, personal planning, routines,
and materials. The instrument was used with 163 recent graduates of the State
University of New York College at Brockport. Analysis of the responses in-
dicated that 35 of ...e original 117 items could be considered significant and
worthy of attention in the preservice program.

With !CSL, problem identification was done by practicing teachers in
inner-city elementary schools, who kept daily, diary-like accounts of the "big -

gest problem" that caused them the greatest concern. Analysis of these diary-
like accounts revealed that they could be reduced to 184 problems. The 184
problems served as a basis for developing an instrument. In the second phase
of the study, the frequency and severity of each item on the instrument was
responded to by the 287 teachers in the phase one schools. Analysis of their
responses indicated that 96 of the problems could be considered significant on
either the frequency or ^everity scales. Eighty were significant on both scales,
and 45 were reported by more than one-third of the respondents as either fre-
quent, severe, or both. These 45 fell within nine problem areas: disruptive stu-
dent behavior, student home conditions, parent-school relationships, working
with exceptional children, providing for individual differences, child-to-child
relationships, building skills in independent work, school conditions, and
child self-concepts.

These survey studies, Cruickshank and Broadbent (1965); Cruickshank and
Leonard (1967); and Cruickshank, Kennedy, Leonard, and Thurman (1968),
provided substantial verification of what are the perceived problems of
teachers. Thus they can serve as a basis for designing authentic simulations.

More recent studies, Cruickshank, Kennedy, and Myers (1974) and Myers,
et al. (1975), further confirm the problems of teaching practice. Theory related
to five persistent areas of teacher concern (affiliation, control, parent relation-
ships, student success, and time) represented in the simulations is discussed in
Teaching Is Tough (Cruickshank, Applegate, Holton, Mager, Myers, Novak,
and Tracey 1980).

Reaction to Simulation. Like microteaching, simulation has been generally
well accepted by the teacher education community Johnson (1968), prior to
publication of ICSL, found that simulations were used to some extent in 72%
of the 847 student teaching programs responding to his questionnaire. (The
figure for microteaching was 44%.) Sherwin (1974) reported that simulations
were used to some extent in 9 2 olo of the 719 AACTE institutions responding to
her questionnaire. (The figure for microteaching was 94%.) Data provided by
Joyce et al. (1977) indicate that simulations were used to some extent by.4007o
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of the 147 teacher education units reporting. (The figure for microteaching
was 38%4

There are several reasons for the good reception of simulations in teacher
education programs. Because simulations frequently use realistic media, they
provide preservice students with a form of firsthand experience in which to ap-
ply theory to practice in the safety of a model of reality. Further, since the
simulation problems have been validated from practice, students and their in-
structors regard them as realistic models of what teaching is. Also, not to be
overlooked is the fact that the use of simulations came on the heels of ex-
panded federal support enabling teacher education institutions to develop or
to purchase the requisite materials.

Research on Simulations. Unlike microteaching, little research has been
conducted on simulations. It is more difficult to assess outcomes in simula-
tions. Whereas proficiency in the technical skills of microteaching are observ-
able and measurable, proficiency in problem solving promoted by simulations
is more difficult to observe and measure.

Using the "Classroom Simulator," Kersh conducted an experiment to
determine the impact of realism in the audiovisual presentation of classroom
problems. The factors he investigated were size of image (small versus large)
and motion (moving versus still). Results of the study provided mild support
for small, still (slide) projection when the outcome measure was number of
practice trials required to shape desired subject behavior (Kersh 1963).

Using a reprodvAon of Kersh's "Classroom Simulator," Vlcek (1965)
studied 1) the effect of flit simulator on preservice students in identifying and
solving classroom problems prior to student teaching, 2) the transfer value of

. th : experience, 3) the effect of the simulator on trainee self-confidence and

ability to teach, and 4) trainee attitudes toward the simulation experience.

Results of the study support the following conclusions:

1. Awareness of classroom problems is not enhanced through use
of the "Classroom Simulator" as used in the study;

2. Effective responses to classroom problems can be shaped
through engagement in the "Classroom Simulator";

3. Principles that are useful in solving classroom problems can be
developed in the "Classroom Simulator";

4. Experience with a greater number of simulated classroom prob-
lems transfers to the student teaching experience;

5. Application of principles in solving classroom problems
transfers to the student teaching experience; and

6. Preservice students' confidence in ability to teach is increased.

Further study of the "Classroom Simulator" revealed that realism in

simulation and prompting is not as important in enhancing transfer of learn-
ing from the simulator to natural settings as are instructor differences and

length of training (Twelker 1966).
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Using the simulation prototype for the Teaching Problems Laboratory,
Cruickshank and Broadbent (1968) conducted a study to judge its effec-
tiveness in presenting teaching problems and to judge whether exposure to
teaching problems had an observable effect on trainees' subsequent behavior
during student teaching. Results of the study indicate that simulation is effec-
tive in presenting classroom problems. Further, exposure to simulated prob-
lems results in trainees having fewer problems during student teaching. Results
do not support the hypotheses that trainees' general student teaching perform-

ance improves, that they are more confident, that they are able to assume full-
time classroom responsibility sooner, or that they develop more positive feel-
ings about teaching.

Gaffga (1967), using one of the field trials conducted by Cruickshank and
Broadbent, found that trainee behavior in the simulation is similar to behavior
during student teaching and is a better predictor of student teaching perform-
ance than ratings by education professors who have had the trainees in classes.
Results of research on other teacher education simulations are found in
Cruickshank (1971b).

Advantages and Disadvantages. Specific advantages of simulations as an
instructional alternative, when used in conjunction with student teaching or as
a campos-based laboratory experience, are:

1. They permit student teachers to work toward the resolution of prob-
lems of beginning teachers that normally do not surface in structured
student teaching classrooms with a cooperating teacher present.

2. They afford student teachers opportunities to try to resolve classroom
problems themselves rather than watching ;tow someone else does so.

3. They permit the identification of potential student teacher needs so that
they might be addressed and remedied as part of student teaching.

4. They offer opportunities for student teachers to work together on
resolving problems they will commonly encounter and to share and
reflect on current classroom concerns.

When used in conjunction with courses in humanistic and behavioral
studies and in teaching and learning theory, simulations offer the following
advantages:

1. They permit study of an educational setting neighborhood, school,
and classroom in the manner of a behavioral scientist, that is, one
who observes, describes, and attempts to understand.

2. They encourage preservice students to apply what they have learned in
education courses to life in classrooms.

3. They can substitute for unstructured field experiences in schools and
classrooms where the purposes and outcomes are unclear.

4. They permit identification of preservice students who by temperament
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or preparation may nol be well suited for student teaching or teaching
at all.

Among the disadvantages of simulations cit:d

1. They are not real situations; therefore participants may not take their
roles too seriously.

2. They may not elicit the same behavior from darticipants that they
would demonstrate in a natural classroom.

3. They require college instructors who can guide preservice students in
identifying and applying theoretical knowledge to life in classrooms.

4. They usually contain many components and therefor. require special
handling and care.

Materials to Support Simulation. Following is a selected list of resources
useful to those wishing to implement simulations in teacher education.
Buffie, E., and Trojcak, D. Simulation: A Program of Instruction Focusing

upon the Human Relations Dimension of Teaching and the Decision-
Making Process. Bloomington: Center for Innovation in Teacher Educa-
tion, School of Education, Indiana University, 1970.

Cantrell, W., and Edwards, A. A Computer-Based Instructional Simulation
for Teacher Training and Evaluation in Special Education. University
Park: College of Educatioit, Pennsylvania State University, 1974.

Champaigne, D., and Goldman, R. "Simulation Activities for Training
Parents and Teachers as Educational Partners." Paper presented at the an-
nual meeting of the American Educational Research Association in New
York, 1971.

Cruickshank, D. Inner-City Simulation Laboratory. Chicago: Science
Research Associates, 1969.

Cruickshank, D.; Broadbent, F.; and Bubb, R. Teaching Problems
Laboratory. Chicago: Science Research, Associates, 1967.

Day, H., and Parnes, R. "A Computer-Based Simulation as an Alternative
Teacher Training Strategy." Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association in Washington, D.C., 1975.

Flake, J. Interactive Computer Simulation A New Component in Teacher
Education. Charleston: Eastern Illinois University, 1973.

Kersh, B. "The Classroom Simulator. ". Journal of Teacher Education 13

(1962): 109-110.
Lehman, D. "Simulation in Science A, Preliminary Report on the Use and

Evaluation of Role Playing in the Pr4paration of Secondary School Stu-
dent Teachers of Science." Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science in Washington,
D.C., 1966.

Meehan, D. "An Evaltntion of Simulations as an Approach to Assisting
Elementary Teachers to Identify Children with Learning Disabilities and to
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Utilize Ancillary Personnel in Initiating Remediation Programs Within
Their Classrooms." Doctoral dissertation, Syracuse University, 1971.

Morsink, C. "LRNG to Read: A Simulation for Teacher Training." Journal
of Learning Disabilities 6, no. 7 (1973): 14-20.

Swan, H., and Johnson, J. Simulation Exercises. De Kalb, Ill.: Creative
Educational Materials, 1968.

Swigger, K. "Computer-Based Simulations and Tutorials for Analyses and
Improvement of Teacher's' Questioning Skills." Doctoral dissertation,
University of Iowa, 1977.

Teaching Research. Low-Cost Instructional Simulation Materials for Teacher
Education: Phase I and Phase II. Monmouth: Oregon State System of
Higher Education, 1968.

University of Massachusetts. instructional Planning Simulation. Amheist,
Mass.: School of Education, 1970.

University of Massachusetts. School Communications Game. Amherst,
Mass.: School of Education, 1970.

Venditti, F. Handbook for Teaching in Valleybrook Elementary School: A
Simulation Game Focusing upon Problems of Racially Desegregated
Schools. Knoxville: Equal Opportunities Planning Center, University of .

Tennessee, n.d.
Wolfe, R. Simulation: A Performance-Based Program for Supervising

Teachers. Washington, D.C.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
1973. (No. ED 086 655)

In summary, simulations provide opportunities for preservice teachers to
learn about teaching by engaging in models of classrooms. They provide a safe
setting and substantially greater control and direction over field experiences
than can be provided in natural classrooms. Potentially, they can acquaint
preservice teachers with almost any aspect of school or classroom reality. The
simulations used most frequently permit preservice teachers to experience
classroom problems and to practice problem solving and theory application.
Both preservice teachers and selected teacher educators have found simula
tions to be effective instructional alternatives.

Protocol Materials

At the close of the 1960s a book by Smith et al. (1969) prompted the then
U.S. Office of Education to provide substantial financial support during the
first part of the next decade to develop protocol materials as an instructional
alternative in preservice teacher education.

The rationale underlying the use of protocol materials was presented by
Smith and his associates as follows:

Teachers fail because they have not been trained calmly to analyze ne v

situations against a firm background of relevant theory. Typically they
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base their interpretations of behavior on intuition and common
sense. . . . If the teacher is incapable of understanding classroom situa-
tions, the actions he takes will often increase his difficulties. (pp. 28-29)

For example, a teacher may be faced with pupil cheating. The teacher may
become angry, aggressive, and resort to punishment. Such teacher responses
may stop the behavior for the moment, but they do nothing to address the fac-
tors that i,aused the cheating. The teacher responds to the symptoms but does
nothing to keep the behavior from reoccurring. The purpose of protocol
materials is to get preservice teachers to analyze significant situations calmly,
basing their analysis on something beyond intuition and common sense.

A protocol is an original record of an event (pupil cheating). At first
Smith's intent was for each protocol to be an original record of an event that
occurred naturally in a school or classroom. He later backed away from re-
quiring original records and accepted contrived or simulated events because
they were easier to prepare. As the event occurs, it is recorded, filmed, or
transcribed in writing in 'he manner of an eye-witness news account, without
editorializing.

Following the recording of the event, it is reviewed by the instructor to
determine what related knowledge is necessary to illuminate the event for the
preservice teacher. For example, if the event were pupil cheating, the instruc-
tor would look to the fields of psychology and sociology for information and
concepts that offer empirical support for understanding cheating behavior in a
variety of settings including classrooms. After the protocol is presented to
preservice teachers, they are then guided in analyzing the event anc' in applying
the appropriate related theory.

Since the events portrayed in the protocol are central, a discussion of how

they are selected follows. Events depicted in protocols are intended to be
events of educational significance, those that would be critical for preservice
teachers to experience vicariously and to understand prior to experiencing
them in natural classrooms. Smith et al. (1969) suggest that events of educa-
tional significance can come from classroom instructional situations such as
management and control, as well as situations that arise while planning school

programs, working with peers and administrators, working with parents and
other members of the community, and working in professional organizations.

As the protocols movement in teacher education gained momentum,
another framework was suggested for selecting events to be depicted in pro-
tocol.. In contrast to Smith's selection of events of educational significance,
this framework defined protocols as illustrations of concepts of educational
significance (Cruickshank 1974). Furthermore, the new framework called for
protocols to be developed for both the pedagogical domain and for the basic
fields of knowledge. Accordingly,

protocol materials to be developed in the pedagogical domain should be
concerned with the art of teaching and of learning, with the behavior of
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teachers, learners and teachers, and learners in interaction. in contrast
protocol materials in the domain of the basic fields of knowledge should
be concerned with the content of what is taught or more specifically,
with the knowledge about the knowledge that is taught. (Cruickshank
1974, p. 304)

Under this framework, protocol developers no longer had to pay attention to
critical events occurring in the real world of teaching; now they could simply
select and illustrate concepts typically mentioned in education texts. Such text-
book concepts may be germane to teachers; but as teachers frequently have
told us, often they are not. Consequently, the approximately 140 separate pro-
tocols developed under federal programs may be less related to critical aspects
of life in classrooms than to typical textbook theory, which may or may not be
on target.

Reaction to Protocol Materials. Protocols probably are less well known
and less used than other instructional alternatives described here. Certainly
protocols have value. If used as originally intended, they provide experience
(albeit secondhand) with critical aspects of reality, they encourage higher-
order thinking, and they provide a way of translating theory into practice. In-
deed, they provide a quasi-clinical setting where preservice teachers engage in
ai least diagnosis if not prescription. An additionally attractive attribute of
protocols is that they frequently make use of media.

We can only speculate why the use of protocols has not caught on in
teacher education circles. Maybe because they are not readily available,
teacher educators do not know about them. Maybe they are not seen as il-
lustrating truly realistic events or basic concepts in teaching. Maybe teacher
educatc,.s are not sure where or how to use them. Maybe teacher educators
feel they hate: insufficient time to use them or have found them less useful than
they expected.

Research on Protocol Materials. Since protocol materials did not arrive on
the teacher education scene until the 1970s, most of the effort has been given
to their development rather than to their evaluation. According to Copeland
(1982, p. 1012), evaluators of protocol materials largely have been interested in
determining whether, after us!ng a protocol to introduce an educational con-
cept, teacher education students can recognize that concept in operation when
shown a film of a classroom in action (Berliner et al. 1973; Borg 1973;
Gliessman and Pugh 1976; Kleucker 1974; Pugh and Gliessman 1976). The
results of such evaluations, notes Copeland, "are certainly encouraging" in
that they seem to confirm that concepts can be learned using protocols.
However, he reminds us that what we eventually need to determine is whether
preservice students who have learned the concepts are able to use them to
guide their practice when they move into natural classrooms.

Advantages and Disedvantages. The advantages of protocol materials in-
clude the following:
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1. They permit pr .service teachers to experience vicariously events or con-
cepts of educational significance;

2. They provide controlled observation and analysis of the events
experienced;

3. They encourage acquisition o' nowledge and interpretation of theory
related to the event or colic'

4. They discourage over -dept zrsonal experience when reac-
ting to life it classrooms

The majcr disadvantages of protocol materials are:

I. There is confusion abcut what protocols aie or should be. Smith
originally intended them to be records of educationally significant
events to be studied and illuminated by the use of related theory. As
later developed, they became records of the theory or concepts that
presumably would illuminate classroom life.

2. They are time-consuming to use and relatively expensive to develop.
3. They require college instructors who are interested in and see value in

studying life in classrooms that can be illuminated with related theory.
4. There is no consensus on what are the events of educational

significance for which teachers should be prepared. Thus we do not
have a firm foundation on which to develop protocols as envisioned
originally by Smith in Teachers for the Real World.

Materials to Support Protocols. According to Cooper (1975), approximate-
ly 140 protocol products had been developed by 1975. Topics or concepts
covered include: classroom management, self-concept, teacher language,
classroom interaction, group process, pupil outcomes, instructional concepts,
learning set, role concepts, children's language, creative responses to
literature, developmental reading, and black dialect (Protocol Materials
Catalog 1975). Protocol materials are distributed by the National Resource
and Dissemination Center of the University of South Florida.

In summary, protocol materials could be characterized as a notion gone
astray. As originally conceived, they could have brought a much needed
change in teacher education that would provide a way for preservice students
to use theory to illuminate classroom life; but what evolved was a much more
didactic teaching device employing media to illustrate a concept. Nevertheless,
the concept of protocol materials remains a potentially powerful one that
could add an important dimension to instruction in preservice education.

Reflective Teaching

Reflective Teaching (RT) was conceptualized at Ohio State University and
received support, beginning in 1978, from the Exxon Education Foundation
and later from the George C. Gund Foundation and from Phi Delta Kappa.
RT was born out of a desire to make available a form of on-campus,
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laboratory-clinical experience that combined many features of other instruc-
tional ; .ternatives but would offer a different outcome. Microteaching gives
practice ..) the technical skills of teaching. Simulations provide opportunity to
If.solve significant problems associated with teaching practice. Peer teaching
provides experience in role playing teaching and learning. However, none of
these instructior.al methods engage preservice students in the complete act of
teaching, one in which they receive feedback about learner achievement and
learner satisfaction and which would cause them to reflect thoughtfully on the
teaching and learning that occurred. In essence, RT is an effort to increase
teacher wisdom by engaging preservice students in controlled, on-campus
teaching where their behavior is observable and measurable and where their
teaching can be examined and thought about it says that will enhance subse-
quent performance.

Ordinarily RT procedes as follows. A class of preservice students is divided
into groups of four to six members each. One member of each group is ap-
pointed "designated teacher." The several designated teachers then are given
a common Reflective Teaching Lesson (RTL) to prepare to teach in any way
they wish to their group at an upcoming class meeting. The college instructor
next makes certain that the designated teachers are clear about their goals,
which are to bring abt.,ut learner achievement and satisfaction and tc guide
their group in discussion of a set of questions about the teaching-learning
event.

On the day of their teaching, designated teachers are assigned teaching sta-
tions and given a few minutes to set up. On signal from the instructor, all
designated teachers begin to teach, employing any instructional approach they
wish. After 15 minutes teaching is stopped and learners are given a "test" and
complete a 'earner satisfaction form. Using their data on learner achievement
and satisfaction, the designated teachers then guide their groups through the
first of two reflective sessions, where the intent is to get participants to think
about teaching and learning. After 15 minutes of small-group reflection, the
college instructor assembles the participants into a large group for further ex-
ploration of the teaching-learning process.

Since the RTLs are.central to the Reflective Teaching method, they require
a hit more elaboration. Thirty-six RTLs have been developed and published
(Cruickshank, Holton, Fay, Williams, Kennedy, Myers, and Hough 1981).
Each meets five criteria:

1. It must be interesting to teach and to learn.
2. The content must be different from the usual academic cur-

riculum.
3. The lesson must be brief enough to be successfully taught in 15

minutes or less.
4. The outcomes must be directly observable and measurable.
5. The lesson must be self-contained .ind must include all

materials necessary for instruction.
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A sampling of 1(11. titles includes: "The Chisanbop Task," a Korean method
of computation that uses fingers and hands as calculators; "The Origami
Task," Japanese paper folding; and "The Good Fe :.cher Task," attributes of
effective teachers.

RTLs are both ends in themselves and means to an end. As ends in
th'miselves, RTLs engage participants in the complete act of teaching and give
them feedback about learner achievement and learner satisfaction. RTLs are
means to an end in that they provide a teaching-learning experience that can be
examined or reflected upon. Reflection could not occur without an RTL.

The substance of the reflective sessions is the cognitive and affective ex-
perience of the designated teachers and their learners. Participants must reflect
about the experience in order to develop good habits of thought about
teaching. Specifically, the aim is td ask queitions that cause participants to
think about teaching and learning so that they will become wiser teachers.
Among the outcomes of the reflective sessions are that the prospective
teachers become more aware of the determinants of their teaching behavior,
more open-minded and less opinionated, more likely to recognize and respond
to the diversity of learners, more aware of the complexity of the teaching en-
vironment, more able to anticipate what an educational experience might b
like for learners, more likely to each in a way that maximizes benefits for
learners, and more interested in their own professional growth.

The key to the reflective session is the questions asked. By asking the
"right" questions following an RTL, we can maximize thoughtfulness and in-
crease wisdom. Although the questions originally used in RT were developed
without benefit of research, they later were substantiated (Cruickshank, Ken-
nedy, Williams, Holton, and Fay 1981).

Reactions to Reflective Teaching. Acceptance of RT as an on-campus
lat'oratory experience is high. For preservice students RT satisfies their desire
to learn to teach by teaching. They prefer direct, firsthand experiences where
they are the major role takers. Additionally, preservice teachers enjoy the pro-
fessional and social interaction the reflective sessions provide. Following a:e
,ome student comments given to a college instructor followin; use of RT.

RT provided me with an opportunity to formulate and flit sift my

ideas about teaching.

found out that a great amount of prepar "rion is necessary to be
a good teacher.

RT helped me to appreciate teaching and learning by experiencing

both.

I became more aware of myself as a teacher.

I came 1.) realize that students do not learn at the same pace and in

the same way.
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1 became aware that there are several ways to successfully teach
the same lesson.

R7 made me feel more confident in my ability to teach.

1 became more aware of frustrations tears ?rs feel.

I learned I must be more clear.

RT provided me with an opportunity to see if I could really get
students to learn.

I learned that knowing your subject is important.

1 experienced what it was like to be a teacher.

1 learned some of my strengths and weaknesses.

1 learned that a teacher can not assume that because she is
teaching, learners are learning.

I learned about how 1 felt about teaching as a career.

RT was probably the most beneficial learning experience that I
was provided during this course.

RT Ls are a lot of fun and a great experience for me.

Teacher educators also regard Reflective Teaching as having significant
benefits. It provides an on-campus laboratory for the practice and examina-
tion of teaching. It permits several students to teach concurrently toward com-
mon objec.ives in the same classroom, thus increasing opportunity to share the
experience. It provides opportunity to teach in cognitive, psychomotor, and
affective domains. It can be used in a variety of courses and contexts. And it
does not require expensive equipment or special personnel. Selected teacher
educator comments about RT follow:

Reflective Teaching is an ingenious and useful addition to . . .

teaching experiences. It has great face validity, it is inexpensive, it
presents a controlled situation that permits useful opportunities
for . . . analysis. (Robert Egbert, University of Nebraska)

Reflective Teaching is an approach based squarely on a profes-
sional model. (Donald Medley, University of Virginia)

Reflective Teaching has been well received by both faculty and
students. We have written 18 additional Reflective Teaching Les-
sons. (William M. Nelson z.nd others, Kearney State College,
Nebraska)
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The more I use it with our students, the more impressed I become.

(Jerry Peters, Purdue University)

Its real value is the way its structure invites generalization from
what happens [during Reflective Teaching] to what happens in
school classrooms. (Thomas R. Rosebrough, Trevecca Nazarene
College)

I'm especially impressed with the effect on students' understand-
ing of the variety of teaching strategies that can be used to pro-
mote learning. (Claudia Cornett, Wittenberg University)

The students seem to benefit from the experience. They seem able
to look at themselves as potential teachers and begin a self-
evaluation that is non-thieatening. (James Gay, University of
Dayton)

$ alue reflectivity as an indispensable component of good teach-
ing. . . . Reflective Teaching seems to have a particular potential
for institutions [having] minimal opportunity for field ex-
periences. (Robert Mulder, Wittenberg University)

Teacher education organizations have promoted RT's dissemination and
use. Among others, the AACTE report Educating a Profession: Ptofile of a

Beginning Teacher (Scannell et al. 1983) calls for use of RT. The Association
of Teacher Educators sponsored a national clinic on RT and held a session on
RT at its annual meeting in 198.! in Florida. Phi Delta Kappa has published the
RT materials (Cruickshank, Holton, Fay, :Williams, Kennedy, Myers, and
Hough 1981) and from 1982 to 1984 sponsored almost 30 chapter workshops
in order to acquaint members with its potential.

Two foundations have supported the development of RT materials. Thg
Exxon Education Foundation made four grants to develop and field test the
materials, to produce a 30-minute film Reflective Teaching, to produce a
brochure announcing the lam and support workshops on RT for teacher
educators in Australia, and to write a book on RT. The George C. Gund
Foundation made a grant to support four RT workshops to train Ohio teacher
educators in its use.

Research on Reflective Teaching. Little research on RT has been done. The
results of a limited evaluation of RT outcomes are presented in Cruicks: k,

Kennedy, Holton, Williams, and Nott (1980) and Cruickshank, Kennedy,
Williams, Holton, and Fay (1981). In that study the principal claim, that RT
promotes preservice students' ability to think and hence to express themselves

in a complex manner when discussing the act of teaching and the process of

learning, is partially supported. In addition, modest support is shown for
positive change in student affect tovo.rt: fu!iire atuc.lent teachinp Specifically,
students who had at least one opportunity to teach during RI reported that
they were relatively less anxious than students not having RT experience. The
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research potential of RI is reported in Cruickshank (1984).
Materials Supporting Reflective Teaching. Below is a list of resources

useful for persons who wish to learn more about using RT.

"Alternative Inservices: Thinking About Teaching." Communication
Quarterly (Winter 1981): 3.

Applegate, J. "Reflective Teaching and Staff Development: A Partnership for
Professional Growth." The Developer (April 1982): 1-8.

Cruickshank, D.R. "Benefits and Uses of Reflective Teaching." Phi Delta
Kappan (in press).

Cruickshank, D. R. The George C. Gund Foundation Sponsored Dissemina-
tion of Reflective Teaching lb Ohio Teacher Educators: Final Report. Col-
umbus: Ohio State University, 1982.

Cruickshank, D. R. "Reflective Teaching: A New Instructional Alternative
for Use in Teacher Education and Research on Teaching." In Action in
Teacher Education: A Responsible Program for the Eighties. Ohio Con-
federation of Teacher Education Organizations, 1981, pp. 16 -23.

Cruickshank, D. R., and Applegate, J. "Reflective Teaching as a Strategy for
Teacher Growth." Educational Leadership 38, no. 7 (April 1981): 553-554.

Cruickshank, D. R., and Clausen, C. Reflective Teaching (film). Columbus:
Ohio State University, Department of Photography and Cinema, 1983.

Cruickshank, D. R., and Kennedy, J. "Evaluation of Reflective Teaching
Outcomes." Journal of Education Research 75, no. 1 (September-October
1981): 20-32.

Cruickshank, D. R.; Holton, J.; Fay, D.; Williams, J.; Kennedy, J.; Myers,
B.; and Hough, B. Reflective Teaching. Bloomington, Ind.: Phi Delta
Kappa, 1981.

In summary Reflective Teaching permits participants to teach, to deter-
mine lear ,et ,tieventent and learner satisfaction, and to examine the ex-
perience ir. ay that develops good habits of thought and teacher wisdom.
Its benefits :rceived by preservice teachers, their mentors, and profes-
sional orgamL,iions are positive. The little re:,carch done on RT has been
promising in tt:at it supports the goal of promoting good habits of thought
about teaching.

Summary Recommendations

In Part III we have addressed several questions relating to teaching method
and instructional alternatives. Four promising instructional alternatives for
use in preservice education have been defined operationally. Following are
some recommendations for improving preservice instruction.

We must ensure that teacher educators are thoroughly familiar with the
concept of teaching method and that preservice teachers can acquire the req-
uisite knowledge and skills for effective classroom teaching.
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We must ensure that teacher educators are aware of available instructional
alternatives and have the ability to use them appropriately in the teacher
education curriculum.

We shGuld promote the continued use of available instructional alternatives
and encourage more research on them.

We should develop additional instructional alternatives for use in various
facets of the preservice teacher education curriculum.

We should compile and classify instructional materials for use in teacher
education and make them available in faculty libraries in teacher education in-

stitutions.
Instruction in teacher education can be improved. Teacher educators, by

preparation and experience, are capable of bringing about this improvement.
What is needed is something that would energize teacher educators to teach as

well as they know how.
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Part IV
Summing Up

This part contains a summary of recommendations for improving curricu-
lum and instruction in preservice teacher education. The recommendations are
presented iTcording to the organization of the sections of the book.

41,

The Teacher Education Curriculum

General Education
1. All stakeholders in teacher education should become more aware of the

meaning and purpose of general education.
2. Teacher education scholars should give attention to the general educa-

tion of prospective teachers.
3. Institutions preparing teachers should require them to take courses that

meet the meaning and purpose of general education.
4. Preservice teachers should demonstrate that they have a good general

education prior to being certified to teach.

Professional Education
5. Teacher educators should reach consensus on what constitutes the

specialized or professional knowledge of the teacher education curriculum and
on how it should be logically organized.

6. Once the teacher education curriculum is agreed on and logically
organized, a decision must be made about the length of the program. In mak-
ing this decision, consideration must be given to the possibility of an extended
program beyond the traditional four-year baccalaureate sequence.

7. Prospective teachers should be well prepared in the subject field they
will teach and in related subjects, and they should know how to teach their
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subject to K-12 pupils. Related ly, faculty prepaking teachers in their subject
field should be thoroughly familiar with K-12 curriculum and instruction.
Prospective teachers should demonstrate mastery of their subject field and
related subjects prior to being certified to teach.

8. Within the professional curriculum, preservice students should be well
prepared to use knowledge from the humanistic and behavioral studies in such
a way that the knowledge illuminates gents and life in schools and
classrooms. Preservice Audents should deibonstrate their ability to utilize
knowledge from the foundation areas when confronted with situations in
classrooms and schools.

9. Prospective teachers should be well prepared in knowledge about
teaching and knowledge about learning. They should be examined on their
mastery of teaching and learning both, by paper-and-pencil tests and by
demonstration in controller. laboratory settings. Faculty who primarily in-
struct preservice students should be committed to preservice teacher prepara-
tion rather than graduate education or to an academic discipline. Related ly,
these faculty should have a broad understanding of the whole teacher educa-
tion curriculum.

10. Preservice teachers should have laboratory and clinical experiences
both on and off campus. The on-campus experiences should include
microteaching, exploration and resolution of classroom problems via simula-
tions, thoughtful consideration or eXamination of controlled teaching episodes
such as in Reflective Teaching, and use of protocol materials. Off-campus ex-
perience in natural classrooms should be concerned more with quality than
quantity, and they should'be more laboratory and clinically oriented as in the
professions than as apprenticeships in the building trades. Related ly, there
should be more attentioo given to precisely what is to be learned in the prac-
ticum or student teaching.

Other Curriculum Recommendations
II. All preservice curriculum formulations should be identified and sum-

marized as a way of establishing a history of teacher education curricula.
12. A permanent national teacher education curriculum council should be

formed and maintained as a way of ensuring ongoing concern for the preser-
vice curriculum.

13. The various stakeholders in teacher education must get together and
behind an effort toward overall preservice curriculum improvement. inquiry
in teacher education must be encouraged, and results of such inquiry should
be a basis for determination of the curriculum.

14. A manual of clinical knowledge about teaching should be prepared.
15. Teacher educators should work toward reducing personal and vested

curriculum interests and toward increasing eff( s to provide the best possible
curriculum for preservice candidates.
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Alternative Teacher Education Curricula

1. Teacher educators and others with vested interests in the preservice cur-
riculum should become familiar with alternative teacher education curricula.

2. Student teaching should be a truly clinical experience.
3. Preservice teachers should be made aware that the act of teaching can

be analyzed and studied with an eye toward improving practice.
4. What is taught in the preservice curriculum should have obvious and

direct transfer to the realities of classroom life.
5. Preservice students should be assisted in becoming their most effectiVe

selves as teachers rather than 'urging them to try to teach like someone else.
6. The preservice curriculum should be presented in a sequence consonant

with the developmental stages of preservice students.
7. Preservice students should learn about teaching, in part, by taking roles

as in the theater.
8. Preservice students should be prepared to deal with the broad diversity

found in normal classrooms.
9. The theoretical component of teacher education should focus on

understanding the complexities of school and classroom life.
10. Provision should be made in the preservice curriculum for considera-

tion of teachirg as a career, the study of technical skills of teaching, classroom
situations, human development and learning, diagnosis of learning dif-
ficulties, problem solving, school and classroom dynamics, pupil evaluation,
educational technology, teaching methods, and instructional alternatives.

11. The preservice curriculum should be based on observable and
measurable competencies needed by the beginning teacher, such as assessing
pupil behavior, planning instruction, instructing, and evaluation of teaching.

12. The curriculum should address multicultural education as preservice
students must know and teach it.

13. Preservice students should study those undergirding disciplines that
provide much of the knowledge base of education.

14. Attention should be given to problem solving and its application to
areas of concern perceived by teachers: affiliation, control, parent relation-
ships, student success, and time management.

15. Opportunity should be provided for controlled teaching with subse-
quent examination of it in order to help teachers to develop good habits of
thought and to become students of teaching.

16. Knowledge and practice of effective teaching behaviors such as with-it-
ness, smoothness, momentum, group alerting, praise, provision of incentives,
direct instruction, monitoring pupil behavior, clarity, enthusiasm, and
variability should become part of the curriculum.

17. Preservice teachers should study and practice how tc facilitate learn-
ing, manage the classroom, and make professional decisions.

18. All alternative curriculum notions should be identified and summa-
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rized so that the relationship of current curricula to the alternatives can be fur-
ther analyzed. Related ly, the development of a taxonomy of teacher education
curricula should be pursued so as to provide a curriculum classification
system.

Instruction in Teacher Education

1. All instructional alternatives available for use in preservice teacher
education sh-Juld be identified and categorized according to their purposes
and attributes.

2. Prospective and practicing teacher educators should become familiar
with the purposes and attributes of various instructional alternatives. They
should have experience in using the alternatives in order to make informed
decisions regarding their value, potential use, and possible improvement.

3. Preservice education should be made more like the professional models
used in other professions by introducing substantial use of controlled clinical
and laboratory experiences prior to experiences in natural classrooms.

4. An effort should be made to catalogue and make available alternative
instructional materials that would seem most useful for improving instruction
in preservice education. Related ly, teacher education organizations should
develop and maintain a repository for such materials.

5. The production of instructional alternative materials should be en-
couraged and rewarded, with guidelines for instructional needs provided to
developers and publishers.

6. Instruction in preservice teacher education should be conducted only by
persons with knowledge of and experience with the appropriate instructional
alternatives.
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